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Have You Completed Your CE Requirements?
by Laura Hudson, MSN, RN
Associate Director – CE/Workforce
Every year, board disciplinary actions include lists of 
nurses who are sanctioned for failing to complete continu-
ing education (CE) requirements for license renewal.  Every 
day, board staff processes CE audits indicating not all Iowa 
nurses are following the 655 Iowa Administrative Code 
(IAC), chapter 5 rules.  The maximum fines for failing CE au-
dits is $1,000 and the matter becomes a permanent public 
disciplinary record for the licensee.  This article is intended 
to provide licensees with information about the CE admin-
istrative rule requirements for nursing licensure. 
Continuing education (CE) is mandated by Iowa law as 
a prerequisite to renewal of an Iowa nursing license.  The 
requirement is as follows:
 • For renewal of a three year license, the requirement 
is 36 contact hours, or 3.6 continuing education units 
(CEUs). 
 • For renewal of a license that has been issued for less 
than three years, the requirement is 24 contact hours, 
or 2.4 CEUs.  This applies to the first renewal after any 
one of the following:
 – Initial Iowa licensure by examination
 –  Initial Iowa licensure by endorsement from an-
other state
 – Reactivation from inactive status
A license issued for less than three years is granted 
for two years, plus the number of months to the birth 
month.  Thereafter, the license must be renewed every 
three years. 
 • For reactivation from an inactive status, the require-
ment is 12 contact hours that are not more than 12 
months old at the time the credit is submitted for re-
activation. 
Nurses must complete nursing CE within the license 
renewal period.  The timeframe when a licensee may take 
CE coursework to count toward license renewal begins 
the 16th of the birth month, and runs until the nurse re-
news his/her license for the next renewal period.  You 
should plan to renew your license 30 to 60 days prior to 
the expiration date listed on your nursing license wallet 
card.  Therefore, every three years, there will be a period 
between when you renew your license, and the actual ex-
piration date of the license, when CE credits do not count 
toward renewal requirements.  In other words, when you 
renew your nursing license, CE requirements must be met 
– you do not have until the expiration date listed on your 
wallet card. 
This is an example: A nurse is renewing his/her three 
year renewal and has a birthday on December 20th.  The 
actual expiration date of the license is December 15th.  The 
nurse cannot renew until after October 15th, and should 
plan to renew no later than November 15th.  Even though 
the actual expiration date of the license is not until De-
cember 15th, all of the CE credits must be done before the 
nurse completes the renewal application by mid-Novem-
ber.  Upon renewal of the license in mid-November, this 
nurse should honestly be able to answer the attestation 
statement on the renewal application stating that he/she 
Continued on page 6
Continued on page 6
Hello everyone! On August 27, 2014, the Iowa Board 
of Nursing’s revised mission statement became effective. 
The mission statement is as follows: The mission of the 
board is to protect the public health, safety and welfare by 
regulating the licensure of nurses, the practice of nurses, 
nursing education and continuing education.
I thought it would be interesting to take a historic 
look at nursing regulation in Iowa and how regulation 
looks today, as it relates to the four areas highlighted in 
the mission statement.  This is part one of a two-part arti-
cle, in this edition of the Nursing Newsletter, I will address 
the licensure of nurses and the practice of nurses.
The text in italics is taken from historical documents 
stored in the board office, there is no specific author cited.
Licensure of Nurses.  In 1908, the licensing exam was 
comprised of 50 essay questions divided into five sections, 
at least one of which was completed orally.  There were 10 
questions on “disease of men” taken by male candidates only.
The first license issued by examination was number 696 
because 695 nurses had been licensed by waiver on the basis 
of previous experience or education. All seven testers who sat 
for the examination passed. Six months later, 50 individuals 
took the exam and Iowa recorded its first failure.
The examination was comprised of essay questions until 
1935 when a Board-constructed, multiple choice exam of 500 
questions was initiated. In 1946 the exam was changed to a 
national State Board Test Pool Exam (SBTPE).
State boards converted from the SBTPE to the National 
Council Licensure Examination (NCLEX) in 1982. In 1994 the 
National Council of State Boards of Nursing converted to a 
computerized adaptive testing methodology (CAT) that al-
lowed candidates to self – schedule the NCLEX examination 
at board approved centers of their choice.
The National Council of State Boards of Nursing’s CAT 
is the testing methodology which continues today. To be 
eligible to sit for the NCLEX an applicant must have grad-
uated from an approved nursing program preparing reg-
istered nurses as defined in Iowa Code section 152.5(1) or 
an approved nursing program preparing practical nurses 
as defined in Iowa Code section 152.5(1). To be 
licensed an applicant must pass the NCLEX.
Licensure is also based on board approval of 
an applicant with a criminal history or a record of 
prior disciplinary action, regardless of jurisdiction. 
Licensure today is defined by the Iowa Code 
and the Iowa Administrative Code.  A nurse is li-
censed in Iowa upon initial licensure by examina-
tion, renewal of their license or by endorsement 
from another state. It is defined in Iowa Code sec-
tion 147.2 that a person practicing nursing shall 
obtain a license from the board for the profession.
The Iowa Board of Nursing protects the pub-
lic by ensuring that those individuals practicing 
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This newsletter is a nonpublic forum. The Iowa Board of Nursing retains exclusive journalistic discretion over all 
substantive portions of the newsletter. The Board and its boards and commissions play no role in the solicitation 
of the advertising, and do not explicitly or implicitly endorse any advertiser or any good or service advertised in 
the newsletter. All advertising must conform to the advertising policies described in 193 Iowa Admin. Code 1-9.
Board Meeting Schedule 
2014-2015
December 10, 11, 12, 2014 (November 19, 2014)
March 18, 19, 20, 2015 (February 25, 2015)
June 10, 11, 12, 2015 (May 20, 2015) 
Requests for establishment of new schools, requests for 
major curriculum change, other special requests, and regular 
business will be considered at each meeting. Materials must be 
received in the board office three (3) weeks prior to a scheduled 
board meeting. For your convenience, behind each board 
meeting date is the deadline for receipt of materials.
Disclaimer Clause
For advertising rates and information, please contact Arthur 
L. Davis Publishing Agency, Inc., 517 Washington Street, PO 
Box 216, Cedar Falls, Iowa 50613, (800) 626-4081, sales@ 
aldpub.com.   Iowa Board of Nursing and the Arthur L. 
Davis Publishing Agency, Inc. reserve the right to reject 
any advertisement.   Responsibility for errors in advertising 
is limited to corrections in the next issue or refund of price 
of advertisement.   Acceptance of advertising does not 
imply endorsement or approval by the Board of products 
advertised, the advertisers, or the claims made.    Rejection 
of an advertisement does not imply a product offered for 
advertising is without merit, or that the manufacturer lacks 
integrity, or that this association disapproves of the product 
or its use.   The Board and the Arthur L. Davis Publishing 
Agency, Inc. shall not be held liable for any consequences 
resulting from purchase or use of an advertiser’s product.
nursing.iowa.gov
Fluoroscopy Draft Audit Procedures Announced
for Advanced Registered Nurse Practitioners
The administrative rules governing nursing in Iowa re-
quire ARNPs who supervise the use of fluoroscopic X-ray 
equipment to have the appropriate education and con-
tinued annual radiological safety updates.  Please see the 
following administrative rule excerpt to review your re-
quirements, and the draft of the audit process that will be 
initiated by the Board of Nursing. 
7.2(2) Supervision of fluoroscopy.  An advanced regis-
tered nurse practitioner (ARNP) shall be permitted to 
provide direct supervision in the use of fluoroscopic 
X-ray equipment, pursuant to 641 – subrule 42.1(2), 
definition of “supervision.”
a. The ARNP shall provide direct supervision of fluor-
oscopy pursuant to the following provisions:
(1) Completion of an educational course including 
content in radiation physics, radiobiology, radiological 
safety and radiation management applicable to the use 
of fluoroscopy, and maintenance of documentation 
verifying successful completion.
(2) Collaboration, as needed, as defined in rule 655 
– 7.1(152).
(3) Compliance with facility policies and procedures.
b. The ARNP shall complete an annual radiological 
safety course whose content includes, but is not limit-
ed to, time, dose, distance, shielding and the effects of 
radiation.
c. The ARNP shall maintain documentation of the 
initial educational course and all annual radiological 
safety updates.
d. The initial and annual education requirements are 
subject to audit by the board pursuant to 655 – subrule 
5.2(5).
Pursuant to 7.2(d), the initial and annual education re-
quirements are subject to audit by the Board.  Therefore, 
the Board of Nursing will be auditing ARNPs who super-
vise fluoroscopy.  The following is the draft of the audit 
process.  Please note that all ARNPs will be notified when 
the audit process is initiated.
Steps in Audit Process (draft)
 • All ARNPs will receive a letter notifying them of the 
Board’s intent to audit fluoroscopy education.
 • Notification will also be placed in the Nursing Newslet-
ter and on the Board’s website.
 • On the ARNP online and paper renewal application 
a question will be asked if the practitioner provides 
direct supervision in the use of fluoroscopy.  The re-
newal process is every three years.
 • If they answer yes, the practitioner will be asked to 
provide verification of completion of the initial course 
and yearly safety courses, along with a copy of course 
objectives and outcomes.
 • Board staff will review and document course verifica-
tion and course materials.
If you have questions or concerns about these require-
ments, please contact Kathy Weinberg, Executive Director, 
at kathy.weinberg@iowa.gov, or by telephone at (515) 
281-4822. 
NSBN Revises Definition
of Entry-Level Nurse
AUGUST 6, 2014 – CHICAGO – The National Council of 
State Boards of Nursing (NCSBN) Board of Directors has 
approved a revised definition of the entry-level nurse in 
the NCLEX environment, which was the result of analysis 
leading to the question of what constitutes the length of 
the entry-level period.  The designation of entry-level 
will now be defined as a nurse having no more than 
12 months of experience; previously it was defined as a 
nurse having no more than six months of experience.
NCLEX examinations are developed to measure the 
minimum knowledge, skills and abilities required to de-
liver safe, effective nursing care at the entry level.  Part 
of the development process is to periodically review and 
define the examinee profile, the practice environment for 
entry-level nurses and the environment’s effect on the 
length of the entry-level period.
NCSBN conducts the NCLEX practice analyses every 
three years to examine entry-level practice.  Using the 
data collected from these studies, NCSBN develops the 
NCLEX Test Plans.  Analysis of data from a nine-year span 
indicates that the health care environment has become in-
creasingly complex and what defines entry-level nursing 
should be reevaluated.  NCSBN then researched practices 
used in other professions to identify the entry-level peri-
od, the current entry-level practice environment, today’s 
client population and the results of a nurse focus group 
and arrived at the new definition that will be used from 
this point forward.
Read more details on the research behind the change 
in the entry-level definition at the following link: https://
www.ncsbn.org/Review_EntryLevel_Characteristics_
and_NCLEX.pdf
Reprinted with permission of NCSBN. 
Iowa nurse Kelli Aukes, RN, was certified by 
NCSBN as participating in their nationwide study 
to describe entry-level registered nursing prac-
tice.  The IBON would like to acknowledge Kelli 
and congratulate her for taking part.  She accept-
ed the opportunity to make a difference and con-
tribute to the nursing profession.  Thanks, Kelli!
HINES & ASSOCIATES, INC.
RNs-FREE UP YOUR 
WEEKENDS AND EVENINGS!
Due to rapid growth, Hines & Assoc, a leader in medical 
management for over 25 years is offering FT Case Mgmt 
positions in our  numerous Iowa locations!  Use your 
knowledge to determine treatment options & coordinate 
care & resources for your patients.
No nights, holidays or weekends!
Must be an RN w/ Min. 3 yrs acute care or HHC exp.
  
Fax resume to: 847-741-1728
Or e-mail: hr@hinesassoc.com
Or call  877-429-7345 X 3426 with questions
www.hinesassoc.com
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The Iowa Board of Nursing requests that licensees and the public use the 
board  web site nursing.iowa.gov or telephone verification system 515-281-3255 
for 24-hour access to online license renewal and verification, address changes and 
general information.
Use the following contacts for specific questions.   If you inquire about your licensure 
status or request written materials, provide the following information at the beginning 
of the call/message: Iowa license number, full name, mailing address, and phone number 
including area code.
 QUESTIONS ABOUT CONTACT
 • Your license renewal or reactivation in Phone 515-281-3264
  process ibon.renewal@iowa.gov
 • Lost/stolen licenses 
 • License Verification 
 • Name/address changes Phone 515-281-4826
 • Application for license renewal, reacti- ibon@iowa.gov
  vation, or endorsement 
 • Inactive status
 • Application forms for licensure by Phone 515-281-6488
  examination or endorsement newnurs@iowa.gov
 • ARNP application and renewal
 • Foreign applicants for licensure
 • Your application in process
 • Continuing Education rules Phone 515-281-8808
 • Continuing Education provider rules Laura.Hudson@iowa.gov
 • Special approval of Continuing Educa- Phone 515-281-8258
  tion courses ibon.audit@iowa.gov
 • Audits
 • Rosters and label orders 
 • Disciplinary issues Phone 515-281-6472
 • Sanctioned cases enforce@iowa.gov
 • Editor, Iowa Board of Nursing Phone 515-281-8808
  newsletter Laura.Hudson@iowa.gov
 • Scope of nursing practice in Iowa Phone 515-281-4828
   nsgprac@iowa.gov
 • Formal nursing education in Iowa Phone 515-281-4828
 • NCLEX® test modifications nsgeduc@iowa.gov
 • Nurse Licensure Compact Agreement Phone 515-281-5535
  (Multi-state license) Lynn.Linder@iowa.gov
 • NCLEX accommodations
Communicating With
The Iowa Board Of Nursing
Our Nurses Are
Passionate
About Compassionate Care
When you’re a nurse at Avera, 
you join a team of caring 
people who love their work 
just as much as you do.
What’s so great about our nurses?
They’re good communicators 
with positive attitudes.
They’re engaged with their 
coworkers and responsive to 
their patients.
Not to mention they lead the 
industry in clinical excellence at 
more than 300 locations in a 
five-star area.
Ready to love what you do? 
Learn more about our exciting career opportunities at 
AveraJobs.org
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 CREATING AN
 ONLINE USER ACCOUNT
All licensing processes begin with user registration, including logging in to update 
contact, employment or educational information.  Secured Access and ordering a roster 
also require the visitor to register.
The main menu displays the following option:
If you click on “Create a New Account,” you will be taken directly to the registration 
page and tab that you need in order to register.
The registration site is maintained by the state’s technology division (ITE) as a global 
login for the entire state enterprise.  Once you create an account, you can use the i.d. to 
do other state business.
First time users – including anyone who last renewed prior to December 2012 – must 
start by creating a new account.  Previous login i.d. or password will not allow access 
to the new site.
Enter your first and last name:
The registration automatically combines first and last names into a suggested user i.d., and 
appends “@ iowaid.”  But it does not check to see if the suggested i.d. is already taken by some-
one else with the same name.  Anything can be substituted ahead of the “@”, but the i.d. that 
is created is permanent so it will need to be memorable.
 
Enter your email address twice, and click “Save Account Details.”  A popup box gives a 
final caution.
If someone else with the same first and last name has already registered to do any kind 
of business with the State of Iowa, you will receive the following error message.
After successfully selecting an i.d., entering the email address twice and clicking “con-
tinue,” you will see the following screen advising you that an email has been sent with 
information to complete the registration.  Note that there is a time limit of 48 hours to 
complete the registration.
ONLINE SERVICES
To get the most out of the updated online services, you will need to make 
sure that your machine has Adobe Reader installed, regardless of whether you 
are using a Mac or a PC.  This software is necessary in order to read any attach-
ments that may be sent to you by email.
Also, if your last renewal was prior to November 19, 2012, you will need to 
begin any online process by registering as a new user.  Any IDs issued prior to 
that date will not work in the new online services center.
START 
HERE
NEXT COLUMN PLEASE
Ç
Ç
Ç
Ç
I got my life–and  
my career–back.
Specialized Addiction Treatment for Health Care Professionals
But I couldn’t do it alone.
Hazelden’s specialized addiction treatment 
program for nurses provided the  
individualized care I needed.
•  A personalized treatment plan
•  Group sessions with other nurses
•  Insurance accepted
•  A return-to-work transition plan
•  Coordination with monitoring/diversion board
•  Support for my family
•  Ongoing care and resources to support  
my recovery
Confidential phone consultation and  
assessment available at no charge.
Call for help, 24/7: 866-650-2084.
hazelden.org/nurses
4569-24
© 2014 Hazelden Betty Ford Foundation
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Change of Address/Name
State law requires you to keep the Board of Nursing apprised at all times of your current mailing address.
Notification of NAME changes must be made in writing.   For your convenience,
you may utilize the following form to submit your address/name change.
Last Name: SSN: / /
First Name: RN/LPN#:
Middle Name: Today’s Date:
Resident State: Name Change: Yes No
 Previous Name:
  ( ) Check here if you are on active military duty.
  ( ) Check here if you are a Federal Employee.
  ( ) Check here if you are an LPN currently in the process of obtaining an RN license.
  ( )  Check here if your license expires in less than 2 months and you would like a renewal form 
mailed to you.
  Mail to: Iowa Board of Nursing or e-mail information to: ibon@iowa.gov
 400 SW 8th St., STE B  update address online: nursing.iowa.gov, 
 Des Moines, IA 50309  select IBON Online Services
OLD ADDRESS:
Home Address
City
State Zip
NEW ADDRESS:
Home Address
City
State Zip
Agendas  and  Minutes
On  the  Web
All Board and Committee agendas are on our web-
site.   Agendas are posted at least 24 hours in advance 
of a meeting.   Previous agendas will remain posted 
until replaced by the current agendas.   Board and 
Committee minutes are posted at our website ap-
proximately three (3) months following the meetings.
You can locate our Agendas and Minutes at our 
website, nursing.Iowa.gov, under “About the Board.”
You may subscribe to email notification of the first 
posting of a meeting or conference call agenda by 
sending a blank email to: join-IBON_AGENDAS@lists.
ia.gov.
Quality Healthcare by Exceptional Nurses
We are an  owa based medical
staffing agency in need of RNs
and LPNs for immediate FT, PT
and PRN opportunities.
•	 Hospital	Assignments
•	 Long	Term	Care
•	 Home	Health	Care
•	 Flexible	Scheduling,	Weekly	Pay
•	 All	Shifts	Available	–	Lots	of
	 opportunities!!
For	immediate	consideration
please	email:
info@mysighealth.com
1-800-518-1460 or
515-252-0000
Fax	your	resume	to	515-276-5506	or
Apply	online	today	at	www.mysighealth.com											
Needs!Contact UsToday!
Immediate
l
•	Small	class	size	and	personal	attention	
	 from	faculty	and	staff
•	Online,	hybrid,	and	face-to-face	options	
•	Classes	start	every	eight	weeks	
•	Full-time	and	part-time
•	Complete	the	RN-BSN	major	in	one	year
Fully accredited by Commission on Collegiate 
Nursing Education (CCNE)
UPPER IOWA UNIVERSITY  RN-BSN Program
YOUR	DEGREE.	YOUR	WAY.
800-553-4150 
uiu.edu/nursing
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– CONTINUING EDUCATION OFFERINGS –
January 28 - April 1; 5 - 9:30 pm; Cedar Rapids
Expanded IV Therapy for the Licensed Practical Nurse
(CHHO-3050-37866). Spon: KCC. Contact: Laura Daman,
(319) 398-5626. Fac: Julie Zimmerman, MSN, RN. Aud:
RNs/LPNs. Designed to prepare the LPN to perform proce-
dures related to the expanded scope of intravenous ther-
apy, using a peripheral intravenous catheter, a midline
catheter and a peripherally inserted central catheter (PICC
line), in a licensed hospital, a nursing facility and a certified
end-stage renal dialysis unit as identified in 655 IAC Chap-
ter 6. Fee: $399. Reg. by: Jan 21. CEUs: 5.0.
February 2; 8 am - 3:30 pm; West Des Moines
22nd Annual Cardiovascular Today Conference. Spon:
IA Heart Fndn. Contact: Cindy Conroy, (515) 633-3796. Fac:
KellyAnn Light-McGroary, MD. Aud: RNs in family practice,
internal medicine, and cardiology. The purpose of this
annual conference is to provide an update of the latest in
cardiovascular disease inc diagnosis and treatment
modalities. Fee: $35. Reg. by: Jan 25. CEUs: 0.7.
February 5 and 6; 8 am - 4 pm ea h day; C dar Rapids
CCRN Exam Review Course. Spon: St. Luke’s Hosp CR.
Contact: Vicky Richards, (319) 369-8750. Fac: Vicki
Milledge, RN, MSN, CCRN. Aud: RNs. This co rse is
designed to provide critical care nurses a review of AACN’s
core curriculum in preparation for the certification exami-
nation. Fee: $150. Reg. by: Jan 14. CEUs: 1.62.
February 6 and 7; 8 am - 4 pm; Cedar Rapids
PCCN Exam Review Course. Spon: St. Luke’s Hosp CR.
Contact: Vicky Richards, (319) 369-8750. Fac: Vicki
Milledge, RN, MSN, CCRN. Aud: RNs. This course is
designed to provide nurses who care for acutely and criti-
cally ill adult patients in the progressive care setting a
review of AACN core curriculum in preparation for the cer-
tification exam. Fee: $150. Reg. by: Jan 14. CEUs: 1.62.
REGION II
NORTHEAST COUNTIES OF IOWA
Allamakee, Benton, Black Hawk,
Bremer, Buchanan, Butler, Cerro
Gordo, Chickasaw, Clayton, Dela-
ware, Dubuque, Fayette, Floyd,
Franklin, Howard, Jackson, Jones,
Linn, Mitchell, Winneshiek, Worth.
ABBREVIATIONS
Spon: Sponsor Reg. by: Register by
Fac: Faculty TBA: To be announced
Aud: Audience NG: Not Given
inc: includes/including NR: Nonresident
HCC: Hawkeye Community College
KCC: Kirkwood Community College
MEC: Me ical Education Collaborative
NEICC: Northeast Iowa Community College
NIACC: North Iowa Area Community College
RHEC: R gional H alth Educa ion C nter
February 19; 6 - 9:15 pm; Cedar Rapids
Training for Mandatory Reporters of Child and
Dependent Adult Abuse. Spon: KCC. Contact: Laura
Daman, (319) 398-5626. Fac: Diana Nicholls Blomme, RN.
Aud: RNs/LPNs. It is the role and responsibility of all per-
sons who, in the course of employment, examine, attend,
counsel, or treat children and dependent adults to protect
them from harm perpetrated by others. (Curriculum
approved by the IDPH Abuse Educ Review Panel and
offered at all Kirkw od county sites.) Fee: $35. Reg. by: F b
18. CEUs: 0.3.
February 19; 4:30 - 9 pm; Cedar Rapids
What Do I Do With You? Helping the Non-Obstetrical
Nurse Understand the Pregnant Patient (CHNC-1000-
37867). Spon: KCC. Contact: Laura Daman, (319) 398-
5626. Fac: Julie Zimmerman, MSN, RNC-OB, C-EFM. Aud:
RNs/LPNs. Nurses who care for pregnant clients outside of
the obstetrics dept, e.g., medical and surgical units, emer-
gency depts or critical care units, find themselves faced
with caring for two patients; this educational session will
provide info and hands-on learning in the Katz Family
Healthcare Simulation Cntr. Fee: $49. Reg. by: Feb 18.
CEUs: 0.48.
February 26; 8 am - 4 pm; Cedar Rapids
Shock (CHNC-1000-37838). Spon: KCC. Contact: Laura
Daman, (319) 398-5626. Fac: M.J. Potratz, MSN, RN. Aud:
RNs/LPNs. This class is offered as an independent module
in the “Mngmnt of the Critically Ill Patient” series; address-
es care of patients across the continuum in multiple set-
tings,  such as the emergency dept, critical care unit, med-
ical/surgical units and home care. Offered via ICN. Fee:
$79. Reg. by: Feb 25. CEUs: 0.7.
February 28; 8 am - 4 pm; Cedar Rapids
Pediatric Essentials. Spon: CMI Educ Inst, Inc. Contact:
Customer Service, 1-800-843-7763. F c: Stephen Jones,
MS, RN, CPNP, ET. Aud: RNs/LPNs. Attend this seminar and
learn practical strategies for the recognition, prevention,
and mngmnt of myriad ESSENTIAL pediatric conditions.
Fee: $194.99. Reg. by: N/A. CEUs: 0.76.
March 1 and 2; Cedar Rapids
Time: March 1: 8 am - 4 pm;
March 2: 8 am - 12 noon
Nursing Boot Camp (CHNC-3000-37868). Spon: KCC.
Contact: Laura Daman, (319) 398-5626. Fac: Laura Daman,
BA, RN. Aud: RNs/LPNs. This multi-session program is
geared towards the RN who desires to return to nursing
after an extended absence; inc educational sessions and
hands-on activities at the Katz Family Health Care Simula-
tion Cntr. Fee: $169. Reg. by: Feb 28. CEUs: 0.75.
March 5; 8 am - 4 pm; Cedar Rapids
Hemodynamics (CHNC-1000-37839). Spon: KCC. Con-
tact: Laura Daman, (319) 398-5626. Fac: M.J. Potratz, MSN,
RN. Aud: RNs/LPNs. This class is offered as an independent
module in the “Mngmnt of the Critically Ill Patient” series;
addresses care of patients across the continuum in multi-
ple settings, such as the emergency dept, critical care unit,
medical/surgical units and home care. Offered via ICN.
Fee: $79. Reg. by: March 4. CEUs: 0.7.
March 5 and 6; 8 am - 4:30 pm each day; Cedar Rapids
Medical Surgical Certification Review Course. Spon: St.
Luke’s Hosp CR. Contact: Vicky Richards, (319) 369-8750.
Fac: Vicki Milledge, RN, MSN, CCRN. Aud: RNs. This two-day
course is designed to provide nurses with the tools, confi-
dence and knowledge to successfully complete the Medi-
cal-Surgical Nursing exam. Fee: $150. Reg. by: Feb 18.
CEUs: TBA.
April 3 and 4; 8 am - 2 pm each day; Cedar Rapids
Basic Dysrhythmia Recognition Course. Spon: St. Luke’s
Hosp CR. Contact: Vicky Richards, (319) 369-8750. Fac:
Barb Haeder, RN. Aud: RNs. To provide an understanding
of basic rhythm interpretation for monitored patients. Fee:
$35. Reg. by: March 18. CEUs: 1.2.
April 30; 8 am - 3 pm; Cedar Rapids
Advanced Rhythms. Spon: St. Luke’s Hosp CR. Contact:
Vicky Richards, (319) 369-8750. Fac: Deb Zastrow, RN. Aud:
RNs. To introduce difficult rhythms and analyze their sig-
nificance in the clinical setting. Fee: $25. Reg. by: April 15.
CEUs: 0.71.
Toll Free: 855-891-7356
Schedule includes:
? Breakout Sessions by Discipline
? Private Cocktail Event at 
Rock & Roll Hall of Fame 
with Exclusive Concert
? Lake Erie Cruise on the 
Goodtime III – Cleveland’s 
Largest Excursion Ship
?? Shuttles to Horseshoe Casino
? Tour at the 
Greater Cleveland Aquarium
? Expert Speakers
? Raffle Prizes
Call us today or visit our Events Page at:
www.higginshealthcare.com
Giving all practicing APNs, 
RNs, LPNs and Student 
Nurses, throughout the 
United States, an opportunity 
to network with other 
professionals. CEU’s Awarded.
NURSES -
JOIN US FOR A 
FUN-FILLED 
3 DAY 
EVENT!!
Seeking
RNs and LPNs to join our 
team of excellent care givers. 
Career building opportunities 
and competitive compensation 
packages available.
800 East Rusholme St., Davenport, IA 52803
Ph: 563-322-1668 • Fax: 563-326-1811
E-mail: pstmary@skilledhc.com
stmaryhealthandrehab.com
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Renewal Reminder
Licenses that were due on October 15, 2014, are sub-
ject to the late fee listed below.
Licenses that expire November 15, 2014, are due by Oc-
tober 15, 2014, and can be renewed any time after 
September 15, 2014.
Licenses that expire December 15, 2014, are due by 
November 15, 2014, and can be renewed any time 
after October 15, 2014.
Licenses that expire January 15, 2015, are due by De-
cember 15, 2014, and can be renewed any time after 
November 15, 2014.
Licenses that expire February 15, 2015, are due by Jan-
uary 15, 2015, and can be renewed any time after 
December 15, 2014.
A $50 late fee is required for licensees who renew within 
the 30 days after the license lapses.   Licenses that are not re-
newed will automatically be placed on inactive status on the 
16th of the month following the expiration of the license.
The continuing education requirement for license renew-
al is 36 contact hours (3.6 CEUs) for renewal of a full three 
year license.    Licensees renewing for the first time after the 
license was originally issued, or for the first time after a reacti-
vation, will need 24 contact hours (2.4 CEUs) completed after 
the effective date printed on the wallet card.
has met the 36 contact hours required for a three (3) year 
license. 
Carry-over credits are no longer allowed, and were 
eliminated from the administrative rules in 2001.  Using 
the above example, if the nurse renews on November 
15th, and takes a class on December 1st, the CE credits 
earned for the class do not count for the current renewal, 
and they cannot be carried over to the next renewal peri-
od effective December 16th. 
You should make it a practice to keep track of nursing CE 
credits throughout the renewal period.  Before beginning 
your license renewal application, all of your CE documen-
tation should be in-hand and verified by you as meeting 
CE requirements.  That way, if you are chosen for a random 
audit when you renew, you are immediately ready to send 
in your paperwork documenting your CE coursework.  Re-
member: If it is not documented, it is not done! 
To be accepted for audit purposes, CE certificates for in-
formal coursework must include the following: your name 
as attendee, the title of the class, date the course was tak-
en, the place where the class was held, name and provider 
number of Board-approved providers for live coursework 
held in the state of Iowa, and must clearly list the number 
of contact hours or CEUs awarded.  A transcript from an 
employer’s online learning system is not sufficient docu-
mentation for audit: Individual certificates for classes are 
needed. 
Self-study courses and on-site courses attended out-
side of Iowa are acceptable if they qualify as appropriate 
subject matter, and are either covered by an approved 
Iowa provider, or have been granted special approval, or 
are approved by one of the following:
 a. The American Nurses Association (American  
 Nurses’ Credentialing Center’s Commission on 
Accreditation)
 b. The National League for Nursing
 c. The National Federation of Licensed Practical 
Nurses
 d. National Association for Practical Nurse Education 
and Service, Inc.
 e. A board of nursing in any other mandatory con-
tinuing education state.
As soon as you complete an online self-study course, 
print the certificate and store it in a safe place. 
As a nurse licensed in the state of Iowa, it is your 
responsibility to know, and follow, the administrative 
rules governing your nursing practice.  Make it a priority 
to choose CE activities that will benefit you and your 
patients or clients in your nursing practice, and which 
meet the administrative rule requirements for CE.  Make 
a commitment to quality, lifelong learning – and to accu-
rate documentation that can support the efforts you have 
taken. 
 Questions or concerns about CE requirements may be 
directed to Laura Hudson, Associate Director – CE/Work-
force, at laura.hudson@iowa.gov, or by calling 515-281-
8808. 
CE REQUIREMENTS Continued from page 1 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT Continued from page 1
nursing have an active Iowa license and meet the require-
ments as defined in Iowa Code and Iowa Administrative 
Code for licensure.  As a practicing nurse you are ac-
countable for maintaining your licensure through timely 
renewal.
On a personal note, I am considered an old, maybe 
the word should be “seasoned,” nurse, but as many of you 
do, I remember taking the licensing exam with hundreds 
of other “graduate nurses” in Veterans Auditorium on a 
very hot summer day.  Actually it was a two-day event, 
with five different fill in the dot tests.  Testing has certainly 
come a long way. Who knows what it will be like in the 
years to come?  I am sure there will be an “App” for it!
The Practice of Nursing.  On March 12, 1907 the Iowa 
Legislature took the first step toward ensuring that indi-
viduals providing nursing care to the citizens of Iowa were 
qualified to do so by passing a law that required education 
and licensure by examination. Prior to 1907, hospitals set 
their own educational standards as a condition of employ-
ment.  There was not an entity to prohibit an individual from 
claiming to be a nurse.
The 1907 Code of Iowa required an applicant to be 23 
years of age and of “good moral character.”  The latter re-
quirement remained in law until 1964. Proof was supplied in 
the form of personal references, preferably from clergymen 
and teachers.
There was no definition of the practice of nursing in the 
first Nurse Practice Act. The first legal definition of nursing 
is found in the 1938 Code of Iowa and identifies that “any 
person shall be deemed to engage in the practice of nursing 
who practices nursing as a graduate or registered nurse, or 
publically professes to be a graduate or registered nurse and 
to assume the duties incident to such a profession.”
What defines nursing today? According the Iowa 
Code, Chapter 152, the “practice of nursing” means the 
practice of a registered nurse or a licensed practical nurse. 
The code goes on to say, the “practice of a licensed prac-
tical nurse” means the practice of a natural person who is 
licensed by the board to perform services in the provision 
of supportive or restorative care under the supervision 
of a registered nurse or a physician.  The “practice of the 
profession of a registered nurse” means the practice of 
a natural person who is licensed by the board to formu-
late nursing diagnosis and conduct nursing treatment of 
human responses to actual or potential health problems 
through services, such as case finding, referral, health 
teaching, health counseling, and care provision which is 
supportive to or restorative of life and well-being.
Though not defined in Iowa Code, the Advanced 
Registered Nurse Practitioner (ARNP) must also practice 
within the constraints of the definition and rules pursuant 
to the Iowa Administrative Code 655, chapter 7.
In today’s world you, the licensed practical nurse, 
the registered nurse and the ARNP, must ask yourselves 
if you are practicing nursing within the parameters of the 
definitions as cited in Iowa Code and Iowa Administrative 
Code, and within your specific scope of practice. You must 
ask yourself, is my practice guided by my education, ex-
perience, competencies, and is it upheld by the highest 
standards of practice based on research and evidence?
 As a licensed nurse in Iowa you are accountable for 
your actions, for using sound nursing judgment and for 
carrying out the nursing process. Every day you should ask 
yourself, does my practice promote the protection of the 
public’s health safety and welfare?
CARING RN/LPN’s NEEDED!
Provide one-on-one pediatric skilled care
and give patients the care and attention
they deserve! Servicing 30 counties in the
Southeastern quarter of Iowa
Call  Today:
800-259-8693 or 887-339-8607
Oskaloosa o  ce:
heartland1995@live.com
Iowa City o  ce:
heart8600@hotmail.com
www.hhciowa.com
Providing quality
home healthcare
services since 1995
        Iowa City
Oskaloosa
Heartland
Home
Care
www.guttenberghospital.org 
(563) 252-1121
Weekend shifts available.
Ask for Tara Hillegas
Seeking RNs
Liebe Care Center
108 S High St
Greene, IA 50636
(641) 823-4531
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Iowa Center for Nursing Workforce
Iowa
Center for
Nursing
Workforce
Goals and Strategic Initiatives
 1. Outreach • Create & Maintain a Website
   • Develop a newsletter, or include Center news in
    the IBON newsletter on a separate page. 
 2. Collaboration • Identify and engage other state agencies who can
    support and advance the work of the center.
   • Work with the Iowa Action Coalition to determine
    collaborative efforts and to share what has already
    been accomplished. 
 3. Data • Publish periodic, relevant data about the nurse
    workforce supply and demand, wages, education, 
    and projected retirements over the next five year 
    period. 
 4. Regulation/Practice • Encourage efforts for a strong, healthy nursing
    workforce to protect the health, safety and wel-
    fare of the public.
   • Support healthcare professionals in providing
    optimum healthcare for Iowans and their care-
    givers. 
 5. Workforce Retention & • Promote recruitment and retention of the nursing
  Career Enhancement  workforce. 
   • Encourage supportive and nurturing worksite
    environments. 
 6. Career Pathways • Increase the level of awareness in the state for
    career opportunities in nursing. 
2014 – 2017 Strategic Plan
The development of the Iowa Center for Nursing Workforce originated as a result 
of prior initiatives and studies conducted in the state of Iowa, such as The Report of the 
Iowa Governor and Lt. Governor’s Nursing Task Force (Culver, March 3, 2008), the Iowa 
Needs Nurses Now coalition recommendations, and legislation passed in 2010, effective 
January 5, 2011. Funding was not secured for the 2010 legislative mandates. 
In September 2011, a representative from the Iowa Council of Nurses made a request 
to the Iowa Board of Nursing to create a new professional staff position and to join a 
growing number of states with nursing workforce centers. On September 14, 2011, the 
Board voted to establish a nursing workforce center and established a professional full 
time position to support the workforce center.  
In early 2012, an associate director was hired, with duties split between continuing 
education and the workforce. The current associate director was hired in November 2012, 
with approximately 35% of duties focused on workforce. Concurrent with the staff hiring, 
the IBON began collecting nursing workforce minimum dataset information through the 
new online registration process for nursing licensure. 
At the September 2013 IBON meeting, the Board voted to appoint an advisory 
committee to facilitate the strategic planning and direction for Iowa’s nursing workforce 
center, known as the Iowa Center for Nursing Workforce. The committee’s charge was: 1) 
to identify the overall strategic direction for the Iowa Center for Nursing Workforce, and 
2) to establish priorities for the Iowa Center for Nursing Workforce. 
Over the course of three meetings held in 2014, the workforce advisory committee 
studied historical information about nursing and healthcare workforce initiatives, con-
ducted a SWOT analysis (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats) about current 
nursing workforce concerns in the state, and created a mission statement for the Center. 
Pursuant to the Committee’s charge, a list of recommended goals and initiatives was 
developed for consideration by the Board. These recommendations are presented in an 
effort to guide the Center in priorities and resources for the years 2014 – 2017.
The Committee’s suggestions are high-level, and not intended to fully encompass 
the work of the Center. The associate director and other board staff will determine the 
details of the strategic plan, establish the success measurements, and manage the work-
flow of the projects. The Advisory Committee plans to meet on a quarterly basis going 
forward.
 Name Affiliation 
 Julie Adair,  Director of Workforce Development, Iowa Health Care
 RN Association/Iowa Center for Assisted Living,
  West Des Moines
 Lisa Baumhover,  Geriatric Clinical Nurse Specialist, UnityPoint Health,
 MS, GCNS-BC, ARNP Des Moines
 Stephanie Capesius, Nurse Manager, Kossuth Regional Health Center,
 RN, BSN Algona
 Tonya (Dyson) Johannes, Education Coordinator, Mahaska Health Partnership,
 BSN, RN Oskaloosa; Clinical Instructor for Indian Hills
  Community College,
  Ottumwa
 Michelle Holst, Executive Officer 2, Bureau of Health Access, Division of
 MPA, BA Health Promotion, Iowa Dept. of Public Health, 
  Des Moines
 Tami Lund,  Director of Nursing, Pleasant Acres Care Center,
 RN, BSN Hull
 Beverly McLinden Public Member, Healthcare Consumer, 
  Administrator – Rotary Club of Des Moines A.M.,
  Adel
 Ryan M. Murphy,  Bureau Chief, Communications & Labor Market Infor-
 MPA, BA mation, Iowa Workforce Development,
  Des Moines
 Sherrilyn Nikkel, Clinic Triage Nurse, Knoxville Hospital and Clinics,
 RN, BSN BC, CVRN-BC Knoxville
 Anne Ott, Emergency Room Nurse, Regional Health Services of
 RN Howard County, 
  Cresco
 Michelle Snitselaar, Director of Health Services, Mount Mercy University,
 MSN, RN Cedar Rapids
 Ginny Wangerin,   Department Chair, Upper Iowa University, Des Moines
 MSN, PhDc, RN, CNE Center; Consultant, Nursing Practice & Education,
  Clive
Board staff participants: Kathy Weinberg, Executive Director; Jimmy Reyes, Associate Di-
rector – Education & Practice; Laura Hudson, Associate Director – Continuing Education 
& Workforce
Mission Statement
The Iowa Center for Nursing Workforce exists to support a dynamic, well-prepared
and diverse nurse workforce to meet the health and wellness needs of Iowans. 
Committee Members
You’ve always dreamed of being a nurse.
Now find your dream job at
nursingALD.com
FREE 
to 
Nurses!
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Board Orders
Previously Named Sanctioned  Cases
Sanctioned licenses should be verified through our website
to determine current status
* By Licensee RN number indicates Licensee is registered as an ARNP
** In the RN column indicates the Licensee does not have an Iowa license
AUGUST 2014
 Last Name First Name RN LPN Sanction 
     Continuing
 Brown Larry 100135  Education 30 contact hrs
 Collins Melissa 135736  Fine $100
     Indefinitely
 Curran Paula 045847*  Suspended
     Indefinitely
 Kimrey Carrie 109438 P39289 Suspended
     Voluntary
 Maze Jennifer 099740  Surrender
     Relinquish
 Rosenbaum Meghan **  Multi-state
     Privilege
     Voluntary
 Smith-Keck Torey 130195  Surrender
     Citation &
 Sprague David  P50582 Warning
 Terry Latisha 124922  Fine $400
     Continuing
 Terry Latisha 124922  Education 3.2 contact hrs
 Thompson Janel 096500*  Fine $100
JULY 2014
 Last Name First Name RN LPN Sanction 
     Voluntary
 Abrams Betty 082682 P20759 Surrender
     Indefinitely
 Bales Kimberly 109309 P43624 Suspended
 Behrends Cindy   P35098 Probation 12 months
     Indefinitely
 Berger Christina 125962 P52287 Suspended
     Voluntary
 Brooks Jamie   P353523 Surrender
     Continuing
 Cassity Shawna   P53125 Education 30 contact hrs
     Continuing
 Curl Sarah   P40318 Education 11.9 contact hrs
     Continuing
 Druery Sara 098104   Education 3.9 contact hrs
     Citation &
 Edgeworth Randall 109602   Warning
     Citation &
 Evezic Susanne 104207   Warning
 Heying Lori 081503 P28047 Probation 2 years
     Reinstatement
 Jennings Robin 079756 P27328 Denied
Continued on page 9
Preparing the best to take the lead.
Programs for RNs seeking advancement. Flexible. Accredited. Online.
› RN to BSN—Earn graduate credits while completing your Bachelor’s degree.
› RN to MSN—Apply BSN requirements toward your Master’s degree.
› MSN—Specialize in education, administration or primary care practice.
› Post-MSN Certificate—Advance your expertise in a specialized area.
Online full- & part-time options for Master’s-degree prepared nurses.
› DNP—Improve health care delivery and patient outcomes.
› Ed.D.—Become a leader in health care education or administration.
Visit ClarksonCollege.edu for program information.
We Lend a
Helping Hand!
Rehab • Restore • Return Home
Grandview Heights
Rehab and Healthcare
Where Our Family Takes Care 
Of Yours!
Visit About Our Career 
Opportunities
910 E. Olive Street
641-752-4581
What does “Nurse” 
mean to you?
•	 Call	center	triage
•	 Population	health	management
•	 Bedside	care
•	 Community	facilitator
•	 Care	navigator
•	 Clinic,	hospital	or	home	care	services
At	UnityPoint	Health,	“Nurse”	means		
a	great	career	in	coordinated	care.	
Visit	us	at	unitypoint.org/careers		
to	view	openings	in	your	hometown	or	
across	our	eight	geographic	regions.
unitypoint.org
Cedar Rapids | Des Moines | Dubuque | Fort Dodge | Sioux City | Peoria | Quad Cities | Waterloo
Mercy College of Health Sciences
Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Spring 2015 Cohort Just Announced!
• 3-year program of study  
(year round)
• Concept-based approach  
to learning
• Immersion trip options with 
Native Americans in South 
Dakota and Mayan and Latino 
populations in Yucatan, Mexico
• Multiple clinical opportunities 
in acute care and in the 
community
• One-on-one preceptorships in 
a variety of settings
• Scholarships and other 
financial aid available
Learn more at 
MCHS.EDU/IBON
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 Last Name First Name RN LPN                          Sanction 
 McNamara-    Conditional
 Fuller Lynn 096352 P34767 Reinstatement
     Voluntary
 Patterson Tina   P48701 Surrender
     Indefinitely
 Pruitt Julianne   P39957 Suspended
     Indefinitely
 Rasmussen Dawn 102724 P39804 Suspended
 Reyes Regina   P09290 Fine $550
     Indefinitely
 Rhodes Karen   P51388 Suspended
     Voluntary
 Rice Marjorie   P28881 Surrender
     Indefinitely
 Swanson Penelope 110390   Suspended
 Vaske Marcia   P47235 Probation 12 months
 Wasta Caren 070063   Fine $450 
JUNE 2014
 Last Name First Name RN LPN Sanction
     Continuing
 A-Rasmussen Nancy  P37287 Education 36 contact hrs
 A-Rasmussen Nancy  P37287 Fine $1,000
 Balk Amy 094458  Fine $450
 Boyd Peggy 096671 P37163 Probation 18 months
     Indefinitely
 Cartee Amy 104737 P39801 Suspended
     Indefinitely
 Cowel Aranda   P51086 Suspended
     Voluntary
 Frey Tennile 104235 P39076 Surrender
 Walker John 107777 P41924 Surrender
 Williams Mindy   P47483 Probation 12 months
     Continuing
 Woodley Teresa 097898 P36820 Education 36 contact hrs
 Woodley Teresa 097898 P36820 Fine $1,000
BOARD ORDERS Continued from page 8  Last Name First Name RN LPN                          Sanction   
     Voluntary
 Friesth Cherie 108513 P43550 Surrender
 Harris Sue 089331   Probation 18 months
     Voluntary
 Hohn Lester 069984   Surrender
     Voluntary
 Huber Casey 122832   Surrender
     Voluntary
 Hulett Bryanna 121000 P4398 Surrender
 Huseman Heidi   P47188 Fine $100
     Continuing
 Iverson Gaila   P48028 Education 30 contact hrs
 Iverson Gaila   P48028 Fine $500
 Iverson Gaila   P48028 Probation 12 months
     Continuing
 Johnston Renee   P50316 Education 34 contact hrs
 Johnston Renee   P50316 Fine $1,000
     Voluntary
 Jones Melanie 127951 P53369 Surrender
     Voluntary
 Kelley Amanda 125474 P51112 Surrender
     Voluntary
 Mosher Lee Ann   P50991 Surrender
 Wagg Mallory   P50067 Fine $200
     Voluntary
Nylen School of Nursing
at Morningside College
Now Offering Nursing Graduate 
Courses Online
The Nylen School of Nursing at Morningside College 
offers online graduate courses that lead to a 
post-baccalaureate Clinical Outcomes Certificate.
•	 Is	designed	for	health	care	professionals	with	a	bachelor’s	degree.
•	 Enhances	your	understanding	of	the	health	care	system	and	helps	
improve	patient	outcomes.
•	 Enhances	your	skills	to	deliver	care	that	is	safer,	more	efficient,	and	
cost-effective	to	meet	the	demands	of	patients	and	providers.
•	 The	4	courses	are	delivered	on-line	over	two	semesters.
For	more	information	contact	Dr.	Jackie	Barber	at
712-274-5297	or	barber@morningside.edu.
The	Morningside	College	experience	cultivates	a	passion	for	
life-long	learning	and	a	dedication	to	ethical	leadership
and	civic	responsibility
Universal Pediatrics is cUrrently seeking:
a RN for an Administrator position in our Sheldon Office 
& a RN for a Clinical Nurse Manager in our Newton Office
Qualified applicants must have a graduate degree from an 
accredited school of nursing. BSN or equivalent preferred. 
Licensed as a RN without restrictions in state(s) of practice. 
Minimum of 1 year clinical experience in home health 
preferred with 2 years experience as a RN. Minimum 
of 2 years pediatric experience preferred and 1 year of 
supervisory experience.
Please visit our website to apply:
www.universalpediatrics.com
Train For Your Future Now!
•	 Medical	Massage	Therapy	program	available.
•	 Have	a	flexible	schedule!	
•	 Make	good	money	for	every	massage	you	give!	
•	 Learn	massage	techniques	that	make	giving	a	
	 massage	EASY!
•	 Work	part-time	for	great	places	OR	be	your	own	boss!
•	 39	jobs	currently	posted	on	our	jobs	board!	(08/18/14)	
•	 Credit	possible	for	previous	health	care	education	or	experience!
•	 Train	in	9	months	or	less!	
•	 Financing	available!	
Day Classes Start in SEPTEMBER
Night Classes Start in OCTOBER
Call for a catalog today! (563) 583-7700
www.inspiritinstitute.com
Green Hills Retirement Community, an upscale retirement 
community, is currently seeking individuals able to work with 
minimal supervision for a part-time charge nurse position.    
Hours will typically be from 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. one day a week 
and every other weekend from 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.  
Applications can be completed at www.greenhillsrc.com.  
Negative pre-employment drug screen and 
criminal background check required.
PT Charge 
Nurse Position
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Region I
Northwest Counties of Iowa
 Buena Vista, Calhoun, Carroll,
 Cherokee, Clay, Crawford,
 Dickinson, Emmet, Greene,
 Hancock, Humboldt, Ida,
 Kossuth, Lyon, Monona, O’Brien, Osceola, Palo Alto, 
Plymouth, Pocahontas, Sac, Sioux, Winnebago, 
Woodbury, Wright.
ABBREVIATIONS
Spon: Sponsor  Reg. by:  Register by 
Fac: Faculty  TBA:  To be announced 
Aud: Audience  NG:  Not Given 
inc: includes/including  NR:  Nonresident
MEC:  Medical Education Collaborative
November 5 and 6; 8 am-3 pm; Sioux City
Pediatric Advanced Life Support Provider. Spon: Mercy 
Medical Center – Sioux City. Contact: Nora Van Peursem, 
(712) 279-2163. Fac: Nora Van Peursem, BSN, RN, CCRN. 
Aud: RNs. PALS Provider Class is designed to aid the pe-
diatric healthcare provider in developing the knowledge 
and skills necessary to evaluate and manage seriously 
pediatric victim, both in or out of the hospital, of cardiac 
arrest or other cardiopulmonary emergencies per Ameri-
can Heart Association guidelines. Fee: $200. Reg. by: NG. 
CEUs: 1.26.
November 5; 8:30 am-4 pm; Sioux City
40th Annual Perinatal Conference. Spon: UnityPoint 
Health – St. Luke’s. Contact: Naomi Holtz, (712) 279-8941. 
Fac: Jeffrey Phelan, M.D. Aud: RNs/LPNs/ARNPs with inter-
est in obstetrical, pediatric, neonatal, prenatal and perina-
tal care. Content appropriate for nurse midwives. This an-
nual conference is designed to enhance patient outcomes 
by providing current information on obstetrical and new-
born care practices for perinatal healthcare professionals. 
Fee: $99; $109 after Oct 29. Reg. by: NG. CEUs: 0.72.
November 10; 8 am-1 pm; Sioux City
Basic Life Support (BLS) Provider. Spon: Mercy Medical 
Center – Sioux City. Contact: Nora Van Peursem, (712) 279-
2163. Fac: Carolyn Nelson. Aud: RNs/LPNs. Basic Life Sup-
port (BLS) Provider Class for Healthcare Providers prepares 
a wide variety of healthcare professionals to recognize 
several life-threatening emergencies and to provide CPR, 
use an AED, and relieve choking in a safe, timely, and effec-
tive manner per American Health Association guidelines. 
Fee: $100. Reg. by: NG. CEUs: 0.6.
November 11; 8 am-3 pm; Sioux City
Pediatric Advanced Life Support Renewal. Spon: Mercy 
Medical Center – Sioux City. Contact: Nora Van Peursem, 
(712) 279-2163. Fac: Nora Van Peursem, BSN, RN, CCRN. 
Aud: RNs. PALS Renewal Class is designed to aid the pe-
diatric healthcare provider in developing the knowledge 
and skills necessary to evaluate and manage seriously 
pediatric victim, both in or out of the hospital, of cardiac 
arrest or other cardiopulmonary emergencies per Ameri-
can Heart Association guidelines. Fee: $150. Reg. by: NG. 
CEUs: 0.75.
November 20; 8 am-3 pm; Sioux City
Advanced Cardiovascular Life Support Renewal. Spon: 
Mercy Medical Center – Sioux City. Contact: Nora Van 
Peursem, (712) 279-2163. Fac: Nora Van Peursem, BSN, RN, 
CCRN. Aud: RNs. ACLS Renewal Class improves the quality 
of care provided to the adult victim, both in or out of the 
hospital, of cardiac arrest or other cardiopulmonary emer-
gencies per American Heart Association guidelines. Fee: 
$150. Reg. by: NG. CEUs: 0.72.
Continued on page 11
Earn your degree 
in as little as 18 
months with 
Central Methodist 
University!
Contact: Carlena Klusmeyer
660-248-6658
cklusmey@centralmethodist.edu
www.centralmethodist.edu
Online and now partnering 
with Southeastern Community 
College in Burlington!
Affordable & Convenient!
RN to BSN
Bachelor of Science
in Health Sciences
Master of Nursing
Nurse Educator
Master of Nursing
Clinical Nurse Leader
NEW!
NEW!
IABN
Continuing Education Offerings
is committed to providing an independent, secure, stable and 
stimulating lifestyle for our residents.  
Director of Nursing
Full-Time. The position performs supervisory duties to other 
licensed personnel and CNAs. Ideal candidate should have strong 
leadership, communication and nursing skills.
Contact us for full and part-time positions. 
If interested, please apply in person or send your resume to:
Deerfield Retirement Community, Attn: Human Resources
13731 Hickman Rd., Urbandale, IA 50323 • Ph: 515-267-0438  
e-mail: vicki.obrien@lifespacecommunities.com
EOE, Pre-employment Drug Screen Required
3501 Knickerbocker Road, San Angelo, TX 76904
apply online @ www.sacmc.com
Contact Dulcey at 325-947-6779
An equal opportunity employer
Experienced RNs 
needed for ICU, PACU, ER, 
OR, Tele, PCU, Nursery, L&D, 
NICU and Med-Surg.
$6K Bonus for ER, OR, ICU, PACU 
and PCU Full-time positions.
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Continuing Education Offerings
December 3; 8 am-3 pm; Sioux City
Advanced Cardiovascular Life Support Renewal. Spon: 
Mercy Medical Center – Sioux City. Contact: Nora Van 
Peursem, (712) 279-2163. Fac: Nora Van Peursem, BSN, RN, 
CCRN. Aud: RNs. ACLS Renewal Class improves the quality 
of care provided to the adult victim, both in or out of the 
hospital, of cardiac arrest or other cardiopulmonary emer-
gencies per American Heart Association guidelines. Fee: 
$150. Reg. by: NG. CEUs: 0.72.
December 8; 8 am-1 pm; Sioux City
Basic Life Support (BLS) Provider. Spon: Mercy Medical 
Center – Sioux City. Contact: Nora Van Peursem, (712) 279-
2163. Fac: Carolyn Nelson. Aud: RNs/LPNs. Basic Life Sup-
port (BLS) Provider Class for Healthcare Providers prepares 
a wide variety of healthcare professionals to recognize 
several life-threatening emergencies and to provide CPR, 
use an AED, and relieve choking in a safe, timely, and effec-
tive manner per American Health Association guidelines. 
Fee: $100. Reg. by: NG. CEUs: 0.6.
December 9 and 10; 8 am-3 pm; Sioux City
Advanced Cardiovascular Life Support Provider. Spon: 
Mercy Medical Center – Sioux City. Contact: Nora Van 
Peursem, (712) 279-2163. Fac: Nora Van Peursem, BSN, RN, 
CCRN. Aud: RNs. ACLS Provider Class improves the quality 
of care provided to the adult victim, both in or out of the 
hospital, of cardiac arrest or other cardiopulmonary emer-
gencies per American Heart Association guidelines. Fee: 
$200. Reg. by: NG. CEUs: 1.26.
December 18; 8 am-3 pm; Sioux City
Pediatric Advanced Life Support Renewal. Spon: Mercy 
Medical Center – Sioux City. Contact: Nora Van Peursem, 
(712) 279-2163. Fac: Nora Van Peursem, BSN, RN, CCRN. 
Aud: RNs. PALS Renewal Class is designed to aid the pe-
diatric healthcare provider in developing the knowledge 
and skills necessary to evaluate and manage seriously 
pediatric victim, both in or out of the hospital, of cardiac 
arrest or other cardiopulmonary emergencies per Ameri-
can Heart Association guidelines. Fee: $150. Reg. by: NG. 
CEUs: 0.75.
January 8, 2015; 8 am-3 pm; Sioux City
Pediatric Advanced Life Support Renewal. Spon: Mercy 
Medical Center – Sioux City. Contact: Nora Van Peursem, 
(712) 279-2163. Fac: Nora Van Peursem, BSN, RN, CCRN. 
Aud: RNs. PALS Renewal Class is designed to aid the pe-
diatric healthcare provider in developing the knowledge 
and skills necessary to evaluate and manage seriously 
pediatric victim, both in or out of the hospital, of cardiac 
arrest or other cardiopulmonary emergencies per Ameri-
can Heart Association guidelines. Fee: $150. Reg. by: NG. 
CEUs: 1.26.
January 12, 2015; 8 am-1 pm; Sioux City
Basic Life Support (BLS) Provider. Spon: Mercy Medical 
Center – Sioux City. Contact: Nora Van Peursem, (712) 279-
2163. Fac: Carolyn Nelson. Aud: RNs/LPNs. Basic Life Sup-
port (BLS) Provider Class for Healthcare Providers prepares 
a wide variety of healthcare professionals to recognize 
several life-threatening emergencies and to provide CPR, 
use an AED, and relieve choking in a safe, timely, and effec-
tive manner per American Health Association guidelines. 
Fee: $100. Reg. by: NG. CEUs: 0.6.
January 14 and 15, 2015; 8 am-3 pm; Sioux City
Pediatric Advanced Life Support Provider. Spon: Mercy 
Medical Center – Sioux City. Contact: Nora Van Peursem, 
(712) 279-2163. Fac: Nora Van Peursem, BSN, RN, CCRN. 
Aud: RNs. PALS Provider Class is designed to aid the pe-
diatric healthcare provider in developing the knowledge 
and skills necessary to evaluate and manage seriously 
pediatric victim, both in or out of the hospital, of cardiac 
arrest or other cardiopulmonary emergencies per Ameri-
can Heart Association guidelines. Fee: $200. Reg. by: NG. 
CEUs: 1.26.
January 22, 2015; 8 am-3 pm; Sioux City
Advanced Cardiovascular Life Support Renewal. Spon: 
Mercy Medical Center – Sioux City. Contact: Nora Van 
Peursem, (712) 279-2163. Fac: Nora Van Peursem, BSN, RN, 
CCRN. Aud: RNs. ACLS Renewal Class improves the quality 
of care provided to the adult victim, both in or out of the 
hospital, of cardiac arrest or other cardiopulmonary emer-
gencies per American Heart Association guidelines. Fee: 
$150. Reg. by: NG. CEUs: 0.72.
REGION 1 Continued from page 10 pretation, extensive handouts and the ability to interact 
with the instructor and participants from other sites across 
Iowa. Fee: $158. Reg. by: Oct 29. CEUs: 1.4.
November 4; 8:30-11:45 am; Cedar Rapids
Combating Compassion Fatigue. Spon: KCC. Contact: 
Laura Daman, (319) 398-5626. Fac: Emily Logan, LISW. 
Aud: Nursing. The purpose of the course is to describe the 
concepts of compassion fatigue and secondary traumatic 
stress for healthcare providers and to identify symptoms 
of both conditions. Fee: $59. Reg. by: Oct 29. CEUs: 0.36.
November 5; 6-9:15 pm; Cedar Rapids
Low Vision: What Every Healthcare Professional 
Needs to Know. Spon: KCC. Contact: Laura Daman, (319) 
398-5626. Fac: Therese Molloy, OT/L. Aud: Nursing. The in-
structor will define low vision conditions, discuss adaptive 
aids, explore compensatory techniques and suggest com-
munity resources for healthcare professionals working 
with persons with impaired vision. Fee: $59. Reg. by: Oct 
29. CEUs: 0.36.
November 11; 6:30-8:45 pm; Cedar Rapids
Child Abuse and Mandatory Reporting. Spon: KCC. Con-
tact: Laura Daman, (319) 398-5626. Fac: Kerstin Marnin, 
LMSW. Aud: Nursing. This program provides the partici-
pant with information on the investigation, identification, 
and legalities of child abuse and the role of the mandatory 
reporter. Fee: $29. Reg. by: Nov 1. CEUs: 0.2.
Region II
Northeast Counties of Iowa
 Allamakee, Benton, Black
 Hawk, Bremer, Buchanan,
 Butler, Cerro Gordo, Chickasaw,
 Clayton, Delaware, Dubuque,
 Fayette, Floyd, Franklin, Howard, Jackson, Jones, Linn, 
Mitchell, Winneshiek, Worth.
ABBREVIATIONS
Spon: Sponsor  Reg. by:  Register by 
Fac: Faculty  TBA:  To be announced 
Aud: Audience  NG:  Not Given 
inc: includes/including  NR:  Nonresident
HCC  Hawkeye Community College
KCC:  Kirkwood Community College
MEC:  Medical Education Collaborative 
NEICC:  Northeast Iowa Community College 
NIACC:  North Iowa Area Community College 
RHEC:  Regional Health Education Centere
Date – Open ended; Time – Open ended; Cedar Rapids
Communications for Nurses. Spon: KCC. Contact: Laura 
Daman, (319) 398-5626. Fac: Laura Daman, RN. Aud: Nurs-
ing. This home study course will teach the professional 
the communication skills they need to prevent errors and 
avoid patient injuries. Students will gain an understand-
ing of how communication is tied to desired clinical out-
comes. Fee: $69. Reg. by: Open ended. CEUs: 0.6.
October 30; 9 am-3 pm; Cedar Rapids
Improving Attitudes in the Healthcare Workplace. 
Spon: KCC. Contact: Laura Daman, (319) 398-5626. Fac: 
John Mulvaney, MA. Aud: Nursing. A negative attitude not 
only impacts the organizational culture, but it ultimately 
has an impact on patient care. The instructor will teach key 
steps to solving problem attitudes in your organization. 
Fee: $99 (includes lunch). Reg. by: Oct 25. CEUs: 0.6.
November 4 to 11; 8 am-4 pm (each day); Cedar Rapids
Advanced 12-Lead EKG Interpretation. Spon: KCC. Con-
tact: Laura Daman, (319) 398-5626. Fac: M.J. Potratz, RN, 
MSN, CCRN. Aud: Nursing. Students will be provided with 
up-to-date information on advanced 12-Lead EKG inter-
Continuing your education while you are still working is a whole lot easier  
with the Methodist College RN to BSN online program 
Benefits of obtaining your BSN:
•  Increase your marketability       
•  Advance your career and education      
•  Meet employer demand
Program highlights:
• Practicum experiences that fit your busy schedule
• Flexible online classes that allow you to continue your career
• Fully accredited program through HLC and CCNE
Apply Today!
methodistCOL.edu   |   (309) 672-5513
Great Nurses Ad   sg  8/2014
Where Great Nurses Become Excellent Leaders
Story County Medical
is seeking applicants for the
following positions:
• FT RN/LPN - Senior Care Department
• Weekend Package RN - Senior Care Department
• Administrative Director - Senior Care Department
• FT, PT Weekend Package CNA’s Senior Care Department
• PRN RN/LPNs for our Acute Department and Outpatient Surgery Clinic.
Competitive Pay and Benefits, including IPERs Retirement.
For more information and to apply today
visit us at www.storymedical.org
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November 15; 8 am-12 noon; West Des Moines
6th Annual Fall Conference. Spon: IA Heart Foundation. 
Contact Cindy Conroy, (515) 633-3555 or www.iowaheart 
foundation.org. Fac: Lisa Benton, ARNP. Aud: Family prac-
tice, internal medicine, and cardiology. This program will 
provide an update on current assessment, monitoring, 
treatment, and education of individuals with arrhythmia, 
atrial fibrillation, and heart failure. Fee: $20. Reg. by: Nov 
12. CEUs: 0.26.
Region III
Southwest Counties of Iowa
 Adair, Adams, Audubon, Cass,
 Clarke, Decatur, Fremont,
 Guthrie, Harrison, Lucas,
 Madison, Mills, Montgomery,
 Page, Pottawattamie, Ringgold, Shelby, Taylor, Union, 
Warren, Wayne.
ABBREVIATIONS
Spon: Sponsor  Reg. by:  Register by 
Fac: Faculty  TBA:  To be announced 
Aud: Audience  NG:  Not Given 
inc: includes/including  NR:  Nonresident
MEC:  Medical Education Collaborative
IWCC:  Iowa Western Community College
November 3; 9 am-4 pm; Iowa City
Basic Fetal Monitoring. Spon: UIHC Department of Nurs-
ing. Contact: Karen Marek, (319) 356-4304. Fac: Jeana An-
drew, MSN, RNC and Rachel Woodard, BSN, RNC; Depart-
ment of Nursing, UIHC. Aud: RNs working on obstetrics. To 
provide basic information on methods of fetal monitoring, 
recognition of changes/interventions to assist in the man-
agement of patients, and documentation issues. Fee: $100 
if postmarked by Oct 13. Reg. by: Oct 13. CEUs: 0.65.
November 5 and 6; Iowa City
Times: November 5: 9 am-4:15 pm;
 November 6: 8 am-4 pm
AWHONN Intermediate Fetal Heart Monitoring Pro-
gram. Spon: UIHC Department of Nursing. Contact: Kar-
en Marek, (319) 356-4304. Fac: Jeana Andrew, MSN, RNC; 
Region IV
Southeast Counties of Iowa
 Appanoose, Cedar, Clinton,
 Davis, Des Moines, Henry,
 Iowa, Jefferson, Johnson,
 Keokuk, Lee, Louisa, Mahaska,
 Marion, Monroe, Muscatine, Scott, Van Buren, Wapello, 
Washington.
ABBREVIATIONS
Spon: Sponsor  Reg. by:  Register by 
Fac: Faculty  TBA:  To be announced 
Aud: Audience  NG:  Not Given 
inc: includes/including  NR:  Nonresident
KCC:  Kirkwood Community College
MEC:  Medical Education Collaborative
SCC:  Southeastern Community College 
UIHC:  University of Iowa Hospital and Clinics 
Amy Sanborn, MSN, RNC; and Rachel Woodard, BSN, RNC. 
Aud: Nurses/Midwives/ARNPs (all participants must have 
a minimum of 6 months recent experience in fetal heart 
monitoring). Promotes integration of knowledge and skills 
essential to nursing assessment, promotion, and evalua-
tion of fetal safety during labor. Fee: $240 if postmarked by 
Oct 14. Reg. by: Oct 14. CEUs: 1.4.
November 8 and 10; Iowa City
Times: November 8: 8 am-12 noon;
 November 10: 3:30-6:30 pm
Basic Life Support Provider Course. Spon: Mercy Iowa 
City. Contact: Mercy On Call, 1-800-358-2767 or www. 
mercyiowacity.org. Fac: BLS approved instructors. Aud: 
RNs and healthcare providers. To successfully demonstrate 
BLS skills and protocols according to the AHA guidelines. 
Fee: $55. Reg. by: Preferred by Oct 13. CEUs: 0.4.
November 10; 7:30-11:30 am; Iowa City
ACLS Provider Renewal. Spon: Mercy Iowa City. Con-
tact: Mercy On Call, 1-800-358-2767 or www.mercyiowa 
iowacity.org. Fac: ACLS approved instructors. Aud: RNs. To 
successfully demonstrate the ACLS protocols according to 
the AHA guidelines, prerequisites include current BLS val-
idation and completed self-assessment. Fee: $80. Reg. by: 
Preferred by Oct 13. CEUs: 0.15.
November 10; 12:30-4:30 pm; Iowa City
ACLS Provider Renewal. Spon: Mercy Iowa City. Con-
tact: Mercy On Call, 1-800-358-2767 or www.mercyiowa 
city.org. Fac: ACLS approved instructors. Aud: RNs and 
healthcare providers. To successfully demonstrate the 
ACLS protocols according to the AHA guidelines, pre-
requisites include current BLS validation and completed 
self-assessment. Fee: $80. Reg. by: Preferred by Oct 13. 
CEUs: 0.15.
Continued on page 13
www.tchealth.org   •   928-283-2432
TCRHCCHR@tchealth.org
Sign On Bonus & Relocation Incentive 
with Service Agreement
73 Bed Critical Access Hospital 
Servicing Navajo, Hopi & 
Southern San Juan Paiute Tribes
Mission: To Empower Our
“Engaged” Employees To Serve
Our Residents With Love & Care!
Skilled Nursing • Long Term Care • Hospice  
Respite • Rehab Services
              
1200 W Nishna Rd • Shenandoah, IA 51601
CARE CENTER
712.246.4515
Garden View
We are always looking for 
Enthusiastic and Energetic 
Nurses to join our team!
30 Plus Years! 
    www.hcminc.com
Mercy College of 
Health Sciences
Nursing Faculty Positions 
• MSN required; Phd, EdD or DNP preferred 
• Excellent benefits and compensation package
Interested applicants please contact: 
Anne Dennis, 
Mercy College Human Resources  
adennis@mercydesmoines.org
Mercy College of Health Sciences  
is an equal opportunity employer.
MCHS.EDU
Second Shift LPN or RN Charge Nurse Position Available – 
La Porte City Nursing & Rehabilitation Center
• Wage Commensurate with Experience
• $1000 Anniversary Bonus
• RN and BSN Tuition Reimbursement
• Vacation Pay after Six Months
• Health, Dental, Life Insurance
• Holiday and Sick Pay Benefits
• 403 (b) retirement benefits with matching funds
• Advancement Opportunities Available
• Experience & Strong Leadership Skills Preferred
Just 14 miles south of Waterloo on Hwy 218.  Apply in person or online 
at 1100 Hwy 218 North, La Porte City or www.careinitiatives.org  (EOE/AA)
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November 11; 8 am-5 pm; Iowa City
AWHONN Advanced Fetal Heart Monitoring Program. 
Spon: UIHC Department of Nursing. Contact: Karen Marek, 
(319) 356-4304. Fac: Jeana Andrew, MSN, RNC; Amy San-
born, MSN, RNC; and Rachel Woodard, BSN, RNC. Aud: 
Nurses/Midwives/ARNPs (must have completed the AW-
HONN Intermediate FHM class or have comparable train-
ing and have at least 1 year clinical experience). Advanced 
FHM course conveys the application of advanced fetal 
heart monitoring knowledge and skills in intrapartum 
clinical practice. Fee: $145 if postmarked by Oct 20. Reg. 
by: Oct 20. CEUs: 0.84.
November 11; 8 am-3:30 pm; Iowa City
Site Specific Oncology Clinical Enrichment: Surgical/
Procedural/Miscellaneous Topics. Spon: UIHC Depart-
ment of Nursing. Contact: Karen Marek, (319) 356-4304. 
Fac: University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics staff. Aud: Li-
censed nurses. The purpose of this class is to provide in-
formation on surgeries, procedures, and cares for patients 
with cancer including principles of radiation oncology, 
surgical oncology, oncologic emergencies, delirium and 
sexuality. Fee: $75 if postmarked by Oct 20. Reg. by: Oct 
20. CEUs: 0.7.
November 12; 7:30 am-3 pm; Iowa City
Basic Life Support (BLS) Renewal. Spon: Mercy Iowa City. 
Contact: Mercy On Call, 1-800-358-2767 or www.mercy 
iowacity.org. Fac: BLS approved instructors. Aud: RNs and 
health care providers. Fee: $45. Reg. by: Oct 22 (class size 
limited). CEUs: None.
November 13 and 14; 7 am-5 pm; Iowa City
TNCC Provider Course. Spon: Mercy Iowa City. Con-
tact: Mercy On Call, 1-800-358-2767 or www.mercyiowa 
city.org. Fac: TNCC approved instructors. Aud: RNs. This in-
tense course will provide standardized training according 
to the Trauma Nurse Core Course 7th Edition curriculum. 
Fee: $275 (includes all course materials and recording 
fees). Reg. by: Preferred by Oct 3. CEUs: 1.5.
November 15; 8 am-12 noon; West Des Moines
6th Annual Fall Conference. Spon: IA Heart Foundation. 
Contact Cindy Conroy, (515) 633-3555 or www.iowaheart 
foundation.org. Fac: Lisa Benton, ARNP. Aud: Family prac-
tice, internal medicine, and cardiology. This program will 
provide an update on current assessment, monitoring, 
treatment, and education of individuals with arrhythmia, 
atrial fibrillation, and heart failure. Fee: $20. Reg. by: Nov 
12. CEUs: 0.26.
November 19; 8 am-4 pm; Coralville
Challenges in Pediatric Palliative Care. Spon: UIHC De-
partment of Nursing and Peds Palliative Care. Contact: 
REGION 4 Continued from page 12 Sara English, (319) 356-4107. Fac: Christina Ullrich, MD, 
MPH, Asst Prof, Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, Boston, MA. 
Aud: Nurses and other healthcare professionals. Program 
will highlight particular challenges in pediatric palliative 
care, whether related to specific patient populations or all 
children with life-threatening illnesses. Fee: $100 ($125 if 
after Oct 31). Reg. by: Nov 14. CEUs:  0.79
November 20 and 21; Iowa City
Times: November 20: 8 am-4 pm;
 November 21: 8 am-2:15 pm
Fundamentals of Chemotherapy and the Patient Expe-
rience. Spon: UIHC Department of Nursing. Contact: Kar-
en Marek, (319) 356-4304. Fac: University of Iowa Hospitals 
and Clinics staff. Aud: RNs providing chemotherapy. This 
two-day program is designed to enhance the nurse’s un-
derstanding of chemotherapy and care of patients receiv-
ing chemotherapy. Fee: $220 if postmarked by Oct 29. Reg. 
by: Oct 29. CEUs: 1.32.
November 25; 7:30-11:15 am; Iowa City
Basic Life Support (BLS) Renewal. Spon: Mercy Iowa City. 
Contact: Mercy On Call, 1-800-358-2767 or www.mercy 
iowacity.org. Fac: BLS approved instructors. Aud: RNs and 
health care providers. Fee: $45. Reg. by: Preferred by Nov 4 
(class size limited). CEUs: None.
December 8; 8 am-4 pm; Iowa City
The S.T.A.B.L.E. Program. Spon: UIHC Department of 
Nursing. Contact: Karen Marek, (319) 356-4304. Fac: Steph-
anie Stewart, MSN, RNC, APN, Neonatal ICU, University of 
Iowa Children’s Hospital. Aud: Nurses working with neo-
nates. To review the steps involved in stabilization of the 
neonate after the initial resuscitation, using a mnemonic 
that allows for easy recall of those steps. Fee: $90 if post-
marked by Nov 17. Reg. by: Nov 17. CEUs: 0.7.
December 15; 7:30 am-3 pm; Iowa City
Basic Life Support (BLS) Renewal. Spon: Mercy Iowa City. 
Contact: Mercy On Call, 1-800-358-2767 or www.mercy 
iowacity.org. Fac: BLS approved instructors. Aud: RNs and 
health care providers. Fee: $45. Reg. by: Preferred by Nov 
24 (class size limited). CEUs: None.
Advanced Cardiovascular Life Support Renewal. Spon: 
Mercy Medical Center – Sioux City. Contact: Nora Van 
Peursem, (712) 279-2163. Fac: Nora Van Peursem, BSN, RN, 
CCRN. Aud: RNs. ACLS Renewal Class improves the quality 
of care provided to the adult victim, both in or out of the 
hospital, of cardiac arrest or other cardiopulmonary emer-
gencies per American Heart Association guidelines. Fee: 
$150. Reg. by: NG. CEUs: 0.72.
Education in Your Own Time and Place
877-874-4584
USI.edu/health/certificate-programs
PLUS: online degree programs RN-BSN, MSN, DNP
We Offer 18 Online Accredited 
Certificate Programs including: 
• Anticoagulation
•  Case Management
• Clinical Simulation
• Diabetes
• Health Informatics
•  Health Promotions  
and Worksite Wellness
•  Heart Failure
• Neuroscience (Coming Soon)
•  Pain Management
•  Wound Management 
D14-111193
ONLINE convenience,  
 QUALITY education
McFarland Clinic PC
Ames, IA
EEO/Affirmative Action Employer/Protected Vet/Disabled.
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November 15; 8 am-12 noon; West Des Moines
6th Annual Fall Conference. Spon: IA Heart Foundation. 
Contact Cindy Conroy, (515) 633-3555 or www.iowaheart 
foundation.org. Fac: Lisa Benton, ARNP. Aud: Family prac-
Region V
Central Counties of Iowa
 Boone, Dallas, Grundy, 
 Hamilton, Hardin, Jasper, 
 Marshall, Polk, Poweshiek, 
 Story, Tama, Webster.
ABBREVIATIONS
Spon: Sponsor  Reg. by:  Register by 
Fac: Faculty  TBA:  To be announced 
Aud: Audience  NG:  Not Given 
inc: includes/including  NR:  Nonresident
DMACC: Des Moines Area Community College
HCC: Hawkeye Community College
INA: Iowa Nurses’ Association
MEC: Medical Education Collaborative 
UIHC: University of Iowa Hospital and Clinics
October 24; 7:15 am-3:20 pm; Madison, Wisconsin
13th Annual Fall Cancer Symposium. Spon: University 
of Wisconsin Madison. Contact: Murph Dunne, (608) 263-
2746. Fac: Peter Bach, MD, MAPP, Dir Health Policy Sloan 
Kettering. Aud: Nurses involved in cancer treatment and 
education of cancer patients and their families. This con-
ference recommends changes in 6 areas to improve can-
cer care and access to cancer care. Fee: $125 for nurses. 
Reg. by: Oct 20. CEUs: 0.7 ANCC contact hours: 5.75.
November 7; 7:15 am-4:30 pm; Madison, Wisconsin
6th Annual Innovations in Women’s Health. Spon: Uni-
versity of Wisconsin Madison. Contact: Cathy Means, (608) 
828-1755. Fac: Connie Kraus, Pharm D, RPh, Prof School 
of Pharm. Aud: This content is relevant to all providers in 
the field of women’s health. Conference is dedicated to 
bringing you the latest innovations in the field of women’s 
reproductive and general health. Fee: $150 for RNs/LPNs; 
$250 for NPs. Reg. by: Nov 7. CEUs: 0.81. ANCC contact 
hours: 6.75.
November 13 and 14; Madison, Wisconsin
Times: November 13: 7 am-4:30 pm;
 November 14: 7 am-3:30 pm
2014 Primary Care Conference. Spon: University of Wis-
consin Madison. Contact: Cathy Means, (608) 828-1755. 
Fac: Patrick E. McBride, MD, MPH, Prof and Assoc Dean. 
Aud: Any nurse working in primary care. The purpose of 
this activity is to discuss these practice gaps (identified 
through professional practice, quality data) and provide 
participants with knowledge, skills and tools to change 
practice. Fee: $325. Reg. by: Nov 13. CEUs: 1.56.  ANCC con-
tact hours: 13.
Out of
State
All programs listed in this section are covered by Iowa 
approved provider numbers even though they are held 
outside of Iowa.
ABBREVIATIONS
Spon: Sponsor  Reg. by:  Register by 
Fac: Faculty  TBA:  To be announced 
Aud: Audience  NG:  Not Given 
inc: includes/including  NR:  Nonresident
RCC:  Rochester Community College
Choose
Confidently
Choose
Mercy Clinton
Located on the scenic bluffs of the Mississippi River in eastern Iowa, Mercy 
Medical Center in Clinton has a long history of serving the health care needs of 
residents in the Clinton area and surrounding communities.
With two campus locations, Mercy offers a wide array of health care services in an 
advanced and progressive environment. As the largest employer in the community, 
Mercy offers competitive wages and a comprehensive benefit package.
Openings for Cath Lab RN
View all our openings at
www.mercyclinton.com
EOE
Iowa CE Provider Number 353
drmarykrieg@gmail.com
www.qualitymanagementconsultants.com
Our goal is to provide you with the most relevant courses in 
today’s health care industry.
Learning Online Becomes Easier
We prepare nurses with the skills and compassion for nursing in the twenty-first century. 
• Keep your license and certification up to date 
• Advance your career online
Call today 
(515) 255-2576
DEPARTMENT OF
Population Health Sciences
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE AND PUBLIC HEALTH
Advance your leadership skills with our 
Online Capstone Certificate in 
Leadership for Population Health! 
For more information, please go to: 
go.wisc.edu/leadershipinpophealth
tice, internal medicine, and cardiology. This program will 
provide an update on current assessment, monitoring, 
treatment, and education of individuals with arrhythmia, 
atrial fibrillation, and heart failure. Fee: $20. Reg. by: Nov 
12. CEUs: 0.26.
November 18; 7:45 am-4 pm; Des Moines
Care Management of the Patient with Diabetes. Spon: 
Mercy Medical Center. Contact: Mercy Nurse, (515) 643-
8668. Fac: Dodi Gooding, RN, BS, CDE, RD, LD. Aud: RNs/
LPNs/Nurse Practitioners. To provide health care provid-
ers with the skills and concepts necessary to manage the 
comprehensive care of the patient with diabetes. Inpa-
tient and outpatient concepts are discussed. Fee: Free for 
employees of Mercy Medical Center and affiliates; $50 for 
others. Reg. by: Nov 7. CEUs: 0.8.
January 27; 7:45 am-4 pm; Des Moines
Care Management of the Patient with Diabetes. Spon: 
Mercy Medical Center. Contact: Mercy Nurse, (515) 643-
8668. Fac: Dodi Gooding, RN, BS, CDE, RD, LD. Aud: RNs/
LPNs/Nurse Practitioners. To provide health care provid-
ers with the skills and concepts necessary to manage the 
comprehensive care of the patient with diabetes. Inpa-
tient and outpatient concepts are discussed. Fee: Free for 
employees of Mercy Medical Center and affiliates; $50 for 
others. Reg. by: Jan 16. CEUs: 0.8.
Corporate Office
5950 University Avenue 
West Des Moines, IA 50266
515-875-9110
Check Us Out for Job Opportunities
Central Iowa’s largest physician owned multi-specialty group.
Apply Online
iowaclinic.com
Continuing Education Offerings
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CE Solutions, a Division of VGM Educa-
tion
1111 West San Marnan Drive
Waterloo, Iowa 50701
Contact: Lisa Eick, RN
Toll-free: (866) 650-3400
E-mail:  info@discovercesolutions.
com
(Iowa Provider Number 335)
CE Solutions, a Division of VGM Education, is 
an approved provider of continuing nursing edu-
cation by The Alabama State Nurses Association, 
an accredited approver of continuing nursing 
education by the American Nurses Credentialing 
Center’s Commission on Accreditation. 
CE Solutions home studies and online courses 
are fast, easy and convenient!!  Place an order by 
phone, by mail, or save money by ordering online 
at www.discovercesolutions.com.  New courses 
are in development, with nearly 300 courses 
currently available for nurses in a variety of set-
tings.  MasterCard and VISA accepted.  Call us 
today for significant online group discounts for 
your organization’s continuing education needs. 
Visit us online at www.DiscoverCESolutions.com 
to purchase online.
A Guide to Palliative Nursing Care at the End-of-Life.   (On-
line Only)  NEW!  
Fac: Judith K. Orth, RN, CHPN, BSN, MA. Aud: RNs/LPNs/
ARNPs. The nurse will enhance her knowledge and skills 
for providing end-of-life palliative care. Fee: $29.95 online 
only. CEUs: 0.3. 
Autoimmune Disorders.
Fac: Mary McGeough, BSN. Aud: RNs/LPNs. This online 
course will provide an overview of common autoimmune 
disorders including symptoms and treatment modalities. 
Fee: $71.95 (shipping & applicable taxes additional); on-
line fee, $47.95. CEUs: 0.5.
Breath Sounds.
Based on the book Breath Sounds Made Incredibly Easy! 
(Incredibly Easy Series); Lippincott, Williams, & Wilkins. 
Aud: RNs/LPNs/ARNPs/Respiratory Therapists. To properly 
interpret normal and adventitious breath sounds through 
reading and audio CD. Fee: $149.95 (textbook and test; 
shipping & applicable taxes additional). Online fee for test: 
$99.95 (nurse responsible for purchasing book; applicable 
taxes additional). CEUs: 2.0. 
Cardiac Series.  (Online Only)
Author: Linda Fisk, RN, BS. Aud: RNs/LPNs/ARNPs. To in-
crease understanding of cardiac issues, including arrhyth-
mias, heart failure, coronary artery disease and atrial fibril-
lation. Fee: $59.95 online only. CEUs: 0.66.
Child Abuse for Mandatory Reporters.
Author: Linda L. Fisk, RN, BS. Aud: RNs/LPNs/ARNPs. Ap-
proved by the Iowa Abuse Education Review Panel to 
meet the Mandatory Reporters’ requirements for child 
abuse education by reviewing and updating information 
on incidence, indications, treatment options and legal 
implications. Fee: Booklet, $35.95 (shipping & applicable 
taxes additional); online fee, $23.95. CEUs: 0.24.
Child and Dependent Adult Abuse for Mandatory 
 Reporters.
Author: Linda L. Fisk, RN, BS. Aud: RNs/LPNs/ARNPs. Ap-
proved by the Iowa Abuse Education Review Panel and 
intended to meet the Mandatory Reporters’ requirements 
for child and dependent adult abuse education by review-
ing and updating information on incidence, indications, 
treatment options and legal implications. Fee: Boolet, 
$35.95 (shipping & applicable taxes additional); online fee, 
$23.95. CEUs: 0.24.
Dealing with Difficult People in the Healthcare Setting.
Fac: Mary McGeough, RN, BSN. Aud: RNs/LPNs/ARNPs. This 
revised course will assist health care professionals to learn 
how to work with difficult people, recognize problem 
“types,” and manage everyday stress associated with deal-
ing with people. Fee: Booklet, $26.95 (shipping & applica-
ble taxes additional); online fee, $17.95. CEUs: 0.18.
Dependent Adult Abuse for Mandatory Reporters.
Author: Linda L. Fisk, RN, BS. Aud: RNs/LPNs/ARNPs. Ap-
proved by the Iowa Abuse Education Review Panel to 
meet the Mandatory Reporters’ requirements for depen-
dent adult abuse education by reviewing and updating 
information on incidence, indications, treatment options 
and legal implications. Fee: Booklet, $34.95 (shipping & 
applicable taxes additional); online fee, $23.95. CEUs: 0.24.
Dementia Training: Activities for Persons with Demen-
tia.  (Online Only)
Fac: Mary McGeough, RN, BSN, and Lisa Eick, RN. Aud: NG. 
All staff working in the long term care setting will increase 
their knowledge and skills in caring for persons diagnosed 
with Alzheimer’s disease or a related disorder. Fee: $11.95 
online only. CEUs: 0.12.
Dementia Training: Activities of Daily Living, Medica-
tions and Nutrition.  (Online Only)
Fac: Mary McGeough, RN, BSN, and Lisa Eick, RN. Aud: RNs/
LPNs/ARNPs. All staff working in the long term care set-
ting will increase their knowledge and skills in caring for 
persons diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease or a related 
disorder. Fee: $11.95 online only. CEUs: 0.12.
Dementia Training: Behavior Management.  (Online 
Only)
Fac: Mary McGeough, RN, BSN, and Lisa Eick, RN. Aud: RNs/
LPNs/ARNPs. All staff working in the long term care set-
ting will increase their knowledge and skills in caring for 
persons diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease or a related 
disorder. Fee: $17.95 online only. CEUs: 0.18.
Continued on page 17
PROGRAM DIRECTOR
NURSING THEORY & CLINICAL
Indian Hills Community College has an opening for someone who 
will lead the nursing program administration, recruit students, 
provide student and staff mentoring & advising and provide 
excellent communication.  This position is in Ottumwa, Iowa, and 
will teach nursing theory courses as assigned; will coordinate 
curriculum revisions; will select learning experiences at hospitals 
and other health care agencies for students in the nursing 
programs; will supervise students providing nursing care and 
evaluate their progress; will supervise nursing faculty and conduct 
performance evaluation.  A graduate of an approved school of 
nursing with licensure as a registered nurse in Iowa or a compact 
state; masters or doctoral degree with a major in nursing; three 
years clinical nursing as an RN; two years of experience in nursing 
education required.  A complete job description can be found at 
www.indianhills.edu.  Starting salary range: $63,459 - $69,935 plus 
competitive fringe benefit package & 4-day workweek (184 days 
annually). Applications will be accepted until the position is filled.  
Send letter of application and resume to:  
Human Resources,  
Indian Hills Community College
525 Grandview, Ottumwa, IA  52501
Office: 641-683-5200
Monday thru Thursday
Fax: 641-683-5184
Email: hr@indianhills.edu
AA/EOE
LIFE IS A 
JOURNEY
Discover yourself with the 
Iowa Veterans Home
Be a vital part of providing quality care in the 
specialty area of gerontology with a challenging 
and varied case mix. Utilize and enhance all of 
your nursing skills within a caring and supportive 
atmosphere. The Iowa Veterans Home offers an 
outstanding compensation and benefits package. 
Positions available include RTW/CNA, LPN, 
beginning Registered Nurse, and Nurse Clinician.
It’s about Caring. It’s about you.
To obtain an application, contact the
Iowa Veterans Home Personnel Office 
1301 Summit Street • Marshalltown, IA 
50158-5485
phone 641-753-4331
To view our open positions and apply online go to: 
das.hre.iowa.gov/
An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer
Your moment is now. 
Offering RN-BSN and MSN degree programs 
as well as a RN-MSN Curriculum. 
 
Don’t waste another minute. 
Contact us today at 
www.brcn.edu 
1-800-877-9140 Ext. 6964 
Western Iowa Tech Community College
is seeking applications for the following position:
Division Chair – Allied Health
Coordinate instructional programs and course activities 
including scheduling, curriculum development, program 
academic outcomes assessment, purchasing, recruitment 
and student support. Master’s degree in Nursing and previous 
work and/or teaching experience.
Minority and bi-lingual applicants are encouraged to apply.
Please submit: 1) WITCC Application form; 2) resume; 3) letter 
stating qualifications; and 4) copy of transcripts. To learn 
more about this position or to request an Application, visit the 
College web site at www.witcc.edu/jobs or contact:
Human Resources Office
Western Iowa Tech Community College
P.O. Box 5199, Sioux City, IA 51102-5199
(712) 274-6400; FAX (712) 274-6412
800-352-4649, e-mail: hr@witcc.edu
WITCC is an AA/EEO Employer
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Be the force 
     for change. 
Nursing needs you!
Master of Science in Nursing (MSN) 
Nurse Practitioner tracks in four areas 
Nursing Education 
Nursing Leadership 
Community/Public  
     Health Nursing
rN-BSN
Doctor of Nursing  
Practice (DNP)
Doctor of education in  
Health Professions  
education (ed.D.)
Call us today at (319) 226-2000  
to find out the details or visit us at 
allencollege.edu.
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Continuing Education Offerings
Dementia Training: Communication.  (Online Only)
Fac: Mary McGeough, RN, BSN, and Lisa Eick, RN. Aud: RNs/
LPNs/ARNPs. All staff working in the long term care set-
ting will increase their knowledge and skills in caring for 
persons diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease or a related 
disorder. Fee: $11.95 online only. CEUs: 0.12.
Dementia Training: Ethical Issues.  (Online Only)
Fac: Mary McGeough, RN, BSN, and Lisa Eick, RN. Aud: RNs/
LPNs/ARNPs. All staff working in the long term care set-
ting will increase their knowledge and skills in caring for 
persons diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease or a related 
disorder. Fee: $11.95 online only. CEUs: 0.12.
Dementia Training: Philosophy of Care, Family and Staff 
Issues.  (Online Only)
Fac: Mary McGeough, RN, BSN, and Lisa Eick, RN. Aud: RNs/
LPNs/ARNPs. All staff working in the long term care set-
ting will increase their knowledge and skills in caring for 
persons diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease or a related 
disorder. Fee: $11.95 online only. CEUs: 0.12.
Dementia Training: Understanding Alzheimer’s Dis-
ease.  (Online Only)
Fac: Mary McGeough, RN, BSN, and Lisa Eick, RN. Aud: RNs/
LPNs/ARNPs. All staff working in the long term care set-
ting will increase their knowledge and skills in caring for 
persons diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease or a related 
disorder. Fee: $17.95 online only. CEUs: 0.18.
Diabetes Mellitus:   A Guide for Healthcare Professionals.
Based on the book ADA Complete Guide to Diabetes (5th 
ed.) by the American Diabetes Association. Aud: RNs/LPNs/
ARNPs. To update the nurse on current information about 
diabetes mellitus and the variety of treatment possibilities. 
Fee: $139.95 (includes textbook and test; shipping & ap-
plicable taxes additional). Online test fee: $119.95 (nurse 
responsible for purchasing book; applicable taxes addi-
tional). CEUs: 2.4.
Dying with Dignity.  (Online Only) NEW!
Fac: Judy K. Orth, RN, CHPN, BSN, MA. Aud: RNs/LPNs/
ARNPs. Healthcare providers will place an emphasis on 
each terminally ill patient’s uniqueness that tends to pre-
serve their sense of dignity. Fee: $11.95 online only. CEUs: 
0.1. 
F315 Urinary Incontinence.  (Online Only)
Fac: Denise Warren, RN, BSN. Aud: RNs/LPNs/ARNPs. The 
purpose of this course is to present health care profes-
sionals with a comprehensive understanding of the etiol-
ogy, symptoms, and management of urinary incontinence 
which are outlined under Federal legislation – (F315) 42 
CFR 483.25(d)(1)(2). Fee: $11.95 online only. CEUs: 0.12.
Feeding Tubes: A Nurse’s Perspective.  (Online Only)
Fac: Christine Ames, RN. Aud: RNs/LPNs. The healthcare 
professional will gain a better understanding of the types, 
purpose, complications, and care of feeding tubes, in-
cluding administration of feedings and medication. Fee: 
$11.95 online only. CEUs: 0.12.
Heart Sounds.
Based on the book Heart Sounds Made Incredibly Easy; 
Lippincott, Williams & Wilkins. Aud: RNs/LPNs/ARNPs. To 
accurately identify heart sounds in the normal and car-
diovascular-challenged patient through study and audio 
CE SOLUTIONS Continued from page 15
Consultants for the Future
11705 Boyette Road, Suite 470
Riverview, Florida 33569
Phone: Linda Greenfield
 1-800-654-2387
FAX: 1-813-754-4499
web: www.consultantsforthefuture.com
(Iowa Provider Number 61)
Courses may be orderd by phone or mail or 
downloaded from the website.  MasterCard or 
VISA accepted.  Add $5.00 postage and handling 
per order.  Discounts for large orders.
Alzheimer’s Disease and Dementia Related Disorders.
Fac: Linda S. Greenfield, RN, PhD. Aud: RNs/LPNs. Provides 
ways to approach problem areas in direct care of those 
with Alzheimer’s disease or related dementias with exten-
sive suggestions for effective communication. Fee: $10 on-
line; $12 in hard copy. CEUs: 0.2.
Bittersweet: A Study of Diabetes Mellitus.
Fac: Linda S. Greenfield, RN, PhD. Aud: RNs/LPNs. This 
course presents the latest research, as well as the basic 
concepts of diabetes mellitus and can offer you an intro-
duction, a review or an update on the disease process. Fee: 
$30. CEUs: 0.5.
Brain Game:  Things to Know When Using Drugs Which 
Change Moods and Behaviors in Elderly Patients.
Fac: Linda S. Greenfield, RN, PhD. Aud: RNs/LPNs. Psycho-
tropic drug therapy is studied in detail, emphasizing ef-
fects on neurotransmitters, reasons for side effects, need 
Continued on page 18
Halcyon House has the following full & part- time 
positions open. These positions offer a compensation 
and benefit package and a positive work environment:
•	 CNA/CMA: Part-time or full time, 2-10 shift, 
includes every other weekend.
•	 FT	Nurse: 10:00 pm -6:00 am, Experience preferred.
•	 PT	Nurse: 2:00 pm -10:00 pm.
Come join our team and be a part of our Community 
for Healthy Living serving older adults! Halcyon 
House, a WesleyLife Community, was awarded a 
Top 100 Workplace by The Des Moines Register and 
received a Wellness Council of America Platinum 
Award for excellence, both in 2013.
Please apply in person or send a resume to
Halcyon House
1015	S.	Iowa	Avenue	
Washington,	IA	52353
Phone inquiries may be directed to 319.653.7264
CD interpretation. Fee: $149.95 (includes textbook & test; 
shipping & applicable taxes additional).. Online test fee: 
$99.95 (nurse responsible for purchasing book). CEUs: 2.0.
Hospice 101.  (Online Only) NEW!
Fac: Judy K. Orth, RN, CHPN, BSN, MA. Aud: RNs/LPNs/
ARNPs. The purpose of this course is to educate the learn-
er about the concept of hospice and the corresponding 
philosophies and services it provides. Fee: $11.95 online 
only. CEUs: 0.1.
Leading in Today’s Healthcare Organization.
Fac: Mary McGeough, BSN. Aud: RNs/LPNs. This self-study 
will help you gain the knowledge and skills needed to suc-
cessfully manage and lead staff members in a health care 
facility. Fee: Booklet, $119.95 (shipping & applicable taxes 
additional); online fee, $79.95. CEUs: 0.8.
Neurovascular Emergencies.
Fac: Elizabeth Boldon, RN, MSN. Aud: RNs/LPNs/ARNPs. 
The nurse will enhance her understanding of neurovascu-
lar emergencies and the treatment options used to limit 
the severity of complications that may result. Fee: Booklet, 
$59.95 (shipping & applicable taxes additional); online fee, 
$35.95. CEUs: 0.36. 
Nursing Documentation.
Fac: Mary McGeough, RN, BSN. Aud: RNs/LPNs. Nurses will 
gain knowledge and skills related to the documentation of 
information in the patient’s medical record. Fee: Booklet, 
$26.95 (shipping & applicable taxes additional); online fee, 
$17.95. CEUs: 0.18.
Performing the Physical Health Assessment.
Based on the book Assessment Made Incredibly Easy! (5th 
ed.); Lippincott, Williams, & Wilkins. Aud: RNs/LPNs. Health 
care professionals will review as well as gain knowledge 
of current physical assessment techniques. Fee: $177.95 
(includes textbook and test; shipping & applicable taxes 
additional); online fee, $149.95 (nurse responsible for pur-
chasing book). CEUs: 3.6.
Pressure Ulcer Etiology.  (Online Only)
Fac: W. Darren Hammond, MPT, CWS. Aud: RNs/LPNs. The 
healthcare professional will gain foundational knowledge 
of the skin and the factors that affect healing and repair 
as well as current treatment and management strategies. 
Fee: $29.95 online only. CEUs: 0.3.
Wound Care.
Based on the book Wound Care Made Incredibly Easy! (2nd 
ed.); Lippincott, Williams, & Wilkins. Aud: RNs/LPNs/ARNPs. 
The nurse will better identify and understand wound 
treatment. Fee: $149.95 (inc textbook and test; shipping 
& applicable taxes additional); online fee, $119.95 (nurse 
responsible for purchasing book). CEUs: 2.5.
Wound Care Series.  (Online Only)
Author: Linda Fisk, RN, BS; Dennis J. Janisse, C. Ped.; Erick J. 
Janisse, C. Ped., C.O.; W. Warren Hammond, MPT, CWS; and 
Nancy Gorshe, RN. Aud: RNs/LPNs/ARNPs. Upon comple-
tion of this series on wound care, the health professional 
will have an in-depth understanding of wounds, ulcers, 
complications and current treatments for prevention and 
healing of a variety of skin issues. This series includes: The 
Skin; Therapeutic Shoe Fitting; Circulatory Ulcers; Diabetic 
Foot Ulcers; Pressure Ulcers: Etiology. Fee: $69.95 online 
only. CEUs: 0.78.
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Continuing Education Offerings
for close monitoring, and interactions possible. Fee: $18. 
CEUs: 0.3.
Care of the Alzheimer’s Patient.
Fac: Linda S. Greenfield, RN, PhD. Aud: RNs/LPNs. Presents 
suggestions and approaches to management of common 
behaviors and symptoms of A.D. that are not drug based. 
Fee: $6. CEUs: 0.1.
Changing Beds: You May Have Made It, But You Don’t 
Have to Lie in It.  Mental Emotional Health.
Fac: Linda S. Greenfield, RN, PhD. Aud: RNs/LPNs.  Teaches 
how to foster mental and emotional health, emphasizing 
empowerment through self-definition, self responsibility, 
monitoring thought patterns and dealing with feelings. 
Fee: $60. CEUs: 1.0.
Cognito Ergo Sum: Creating an Empowered Image.
Fac: Dr. Linda S. Greenfield. Aud: RNs/LPNs. Teaches how to 
recognize and create your own internal power by chang-
ing the way you think, using the nursing environment as 
the milieu. Fee: $30. CEUs: 0.5.
End of Life Care.
Fac: Linda S. Greenfield, RN, PhD. Aud: RNs/LPNs. Discusses 
compassionate care of those in the final weeks of life, dif-
ferentiating palliative, chronic, and hospice care levels and 
suggesting interventions that support patient autonomy. 
Fee: $6. CEUs: 0.1.
Forgiveness: A Fundamental Health Concept.
Fac: Linda S. Greenfield, RN, PhD. Aud: RNs/LPNs. Incorpo-
rates strategies from both mental health and body-based 
therapies to approach forgiveness as a way to reduce 
stress-induced physical and mental/emotional disease 
states. Fee: $25 online ($30 plus p&h for hard copy). CEUs: 
0.5.
Good Grief: Providing Light to Those in Emotional Pain.
Fac: Linda S. Greenfield, RN, PhD. Aud: RNs/LPNs. Fosters 
the nurse’s ability to listen, console and nurture those in-
volved in loss and changing personal identity, using spe-
cific, guided techniques. Fee: $30. CEUs: 0.5.
Good Vibrations: Recognizing the Healing Energy Within 
Emotions.
Author: Linda S. Greenfield, RN, PhD. Aud: RNs/LPNs. Ex-
plores relationship between the energy of toxic emotions 
and diseases correlating emotional issues to the human 
energy system of chakras and studying how the body is 
designed to manage anger, fear, hate, etc.  safely. Fee: $42. 
CEUs: 0.7.
HIV/AIDS: A Comprehensive Course.
Fac: Linda S. Greenfield, RN, PhD. Aud: RNs/LPNs. Provides 
detailed examination of pathology, transmission, signs 
and symptoms, prevention, precautions and treatment of 
HIV. Fee: $15 online; $18 in hard copy. CEUs: 0.3.
Live or Let Die: The Right to Die.
Fac: Linda S. Greenfield, RN, PhD. Offer nurses an increased 
awareness of the dilemmas with the moral and/or legal is-
sues of allowing a patient to die. Fee: $30. CEUs: 0.5.
Mindful Care: Using Positive Thoughts and Emotions as a 
Catalyst to Healing.
Fac: Linda S. Greenfield, RN, PhD. Aud: RNs/LPNs. Examines 
body/mind connection, exploring chemistry that links 
immune system function to ways we think and feel, and 
teaching more positive thinking patterns and ways to deal 
with negative emotions. Fee: $30. CEUs: 0.5.
Nutrition Cognition: Eating for Health in the ’90s.
Fac: Linda S. Greenfield, RN, PhD. Aud: RNs/LPNs.  Teaches 
about antioxidants, herbal supplements, phytoestrogens, 
and about pesticide residues, nitrates and transfatty acids 
to allow you to choose foods that help and avoid foods 
that harm. Fee: $30. CEUs: 0.5.
Over the Edge: Biological Stress and Chronic Conditions.
Fac: Linda S. Greenfield, RN, PhD. Aud: RNs/LPNs. Studies 
the effect of biological stress from industrial chemicals, 
heavy metals and other pollutants and impact on chronic 
CONSULTANTS FOR THE FUTURE 
Continued from page 17
conditions such as unresolving pain, lack of healing, de-
pression, panic attacks and inability to sleep. Fee: $25 on-
line; $30 in hard copy. CEUs: 0.5.
Paper Chasing: Effective Documentation.
Fac: Linda S. Greenfield, RN, PhD. Aud: RNs/LPNs. Presents 
documentation forms and ideas to increase quality of doc-
umentation correlated to the nursing process, as applied 
to both long term and acute patient care environments. 
Fee: $30. CEUs: 0.5.
The Patient in Pain: Why Are We Managing Pain and Not 
Healing It.
Fac: Linda S. Greenfield, RN, PhD. Aud: RNs/LPNs. Physiol-
ogy of acute and chronic pain perception, factors of pain 
reaction, attitudes toward the patient in pain that may hin-
der therapy, effective use of medication and use of non-in-
vasive and alternative pain therapies. Fee: $35 online; $42 
in hard copy. CEUs: 0.7.
Power Dynamics: Growth and Development of Personal 
Power.
Fac: Linda S. Greenfield, RN, PhD. Aud: RNs/LPNs. Examines 
dynamics of personal power by studying development of 
the body’s energy system with suggested interventions to 
restore balance and energetic health. Fee: $30. CEUs: 0.5.
Power Tripping: Issues of Control Resolves Through 
Shadow Work.
Fac: Linda S. Greenfield, RN, PhD. Aud: RNs/LPNs. Examines 
the paradigm of power, mechanisms of control, how we 
drain power or steal power from others, and introduces a 
healthier paradigm of internal power through healing un-
conscious issues. Fee: $30. CEUs: 0.5.
The Prevention of Medical Errors.
Fac: Linda S. Greenfield, RN, PhD. Aud: RNs/LPNs. Informs 
nurses of growing national concern over the alarmingly 
high numbers of errors and provides information to in-
crease patient safety, guidance for reporting and sugges-
tions for systems monitoring. Fee: $12. CEUs: 0.2.
Stroke.
Fac: Linda S. Greenfield, RN, PhD. Aud: RNs/LPNs. Studies 
pathology of various kinds and locations of strokes, the 
related symptoms and approaches to acute and rehabili-
tative care. Fee: $30. CEUs: 0.5.
Talking With the Docs: Effective Nurse Physician Commu-
nication.
Fac: Linda S. Greenfield, RN, PhD. Aud: RNs/LPNs. Designed 
to help you increase your power and effectiveness when 
communicating with physicians in difficult situations. Fee: 
$24. CEUs: 0.4.
Who’s Confused?
Fac: Linda S. Greenfield, RN, PhD. Aud: RNs/LPNs. A study 
of Alzheimer’s disease and other forms of dementia with 
means to establish a therapeutic environment for same. 
Fee: $30. CEUs: 0.5.
Working the Numbers: Nursing Intrepretation of Labora-
tory Tests.
Fac: Linda S. Greenfield, RN, PhD. Aud: RNs/LPNs. Examines 
nursing intrepretation of CBC, hematologic studies, iron 
studies, UA, electrolyte survey, kidney function studies 
and liver function studies. Fee: $36. CEUs: 0.6.
Did you know…?
• You can earn a RN to BSN 
Completion, Advanced 
Generalist Master of 
Science or Doctorate of 
Nursing Practice (DNP) 
degree right here in the 
Quad-CitiesAnd...
• Graduate students benefit from cost savings of Illinois in-state 
tuition if you live in IL or IAAnd...
•  Receive personal mentoring from faculty recognized for their 
expertise in teaching, research, & practice
• Find out how you can be a part of the nursing program ranked 2nd 
in the nation in NIH funding, 11th nationally for graduate programs 
by US News & World Report in 2011 and the RN to BSN Completion 
Program ranked 9th in the nation overall, and number one for 
student engagement, by US News and World Report in 2014
Located in Moline, IL
309-757-9467 ext. 34
http://www.uic.edu/nursing/
RNs & LPNs
Humboldt Care Centers
Immediate needs for 
RNs & LPNs
To learn more, 
contact Michael Adam
mradam@qhcmcares.com
(515) 332-2623
Looking for exceptional RNs like you! 
We are one of the most comprehensive health care 
networks in Missouri. If you’d like to learn more or to 
become a part of our patient family centered team, 
Please visit jobs.muhealth.org
University of Missouri Health Care is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer
Striving to be a premier health services and 
education provider in the Midwest, by serving and 
living as Promise People.
www.hillcrest-fs.org
EEO Employer/Protected Veteran/Disabled
Des Moines University will 
help you get there with 
online graduate level courses 
and degrees.
Ready to go to  
  the next level?
Master of Health Care 
Administration
Online courses and on-campus 
executive residencies reflect health 
care’s high-touch, high-tech world.
Master of Public Health
Accredited by the Council on 
Education for Public Health (CEPH); 
take courses online, 
on campus or 
a mix of both.
www.dmu.edu
Learn more at
 Southern Hills Specialty Care
Seeking RNs
Full and Part-time, all shi s
Excellent Bene�its, including an
Anniversary Bonus Program, Health Insurance,
Matching Retirement Program and more!
Mail, e-mail or apply online
444 North West View Dr., Osceola, IA 50213
cstephens@careinitiatives.org
www.careinitiatives.org AA/EOE
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Quality Management Consultants, Inc.
691 Harwood Drive
Des Moines, Iowa 59312
Contact: Dr. Mary Krieg
Phone: (515) 255-2576
(Iowa Provider Number 353)
The Effective Patient Advocate.
Fac: Mary Krieg, RNC, PhD. Aud: RNs/LPNs/ARNPs. Dis-
cuss the importance of the effective patient advocate, 
define the nurse’s role, and the ethical and legal chal-
lenges therein. Fee: $49 online only at QualityManage 
mentConsultants.com. CEUs: 0.4.
How to Create a Podcast.
Fac: Mary Krieg, RNC, PhD. Aud: RNs/LPNs/ARNPs. A step-
by-step guide for creating podcasts for the purposes 
of provider and nursing education, patient education, 
continuing education, and staff and self-development. 
Fee: $39 – online only at QualityManagementConsul 
tants.com. CEUs: 0.3.
Mental Health and Substance Abuse Emergencies in the 
Community.
Fac: Mary Krieg, RNC, PhD. Aud: RNs/LPNs/ARNPs. The 
nurse will develop a better understanding of mental 
health and substance abuse emergencies in the com-
munity and the appropriate responses to these events. 
Fee: FREE online only at QualityManagementConsul 
tants.com. CEUs: 0.2.
Nursing Informatics.
Fac: Mary Krieg, RNC, PhD. Aud: RNs/LPNs/ARNPs. Under-
stand the importance of information technology in nurs-
ing practice, how it affects patient care, and to understand 
the role of the Nurse Informaticist. Fee: $79 online only at 
QualityManagementConsultants.com. CEUs: 0.6.
Podcasts: A Beginner’s Guide.
Fac: Mary Krieg, RNC, PhD. Aud: RNs/LPNs/ARNPs. The 
nurse will understand podcasting as a method of distrib-
uting multimedia files (such as audio programs) via the 
internet, for the purposes of provider and nursing educa-
tion, patient education, continuing education, and staff 
and self-development. Fee: $19 – online only at Quality-
ManagementConsultants.com. CEUs: 0.1.
Positive Psychology.
Fac: Mary Krieg, RNC, PhD. Aud: RNs/LPNs/ARNPs. This 
program presents the emerging field of positive psy-
chology as the scientific study of the strengths and 
virtues that enable nurses, patients, families, and com-
munities to thrive. Fee: $19 online only at QualityMan 
agementConsultants.com. CEUs: 0.1.
Continuing Education Offerings
To learn more and apply online visit
uihealthcare.org/nursing
We are currently accepting applications for several of our 
units including; Neurology/Neurosurgery, Orthopedics, 
Admission/Transfer Center, Respiratory Specialty/Palliative 
Care and our brand new Short Stay Unit.
Exciting New Career Opportunities
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* CNL program design sponsored 
by the American Association of 
Colleges of Nursing (AACN).
* The only face-to-face MSN 
program in central Iowa.
* Learn from faculty who 
are connected to central 
Iowa’s largest healthcare 
organizations.
* Scheduled for working adults. 
*
*
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
IN NURSING
with majors in 
 Clinical Nurse Leader 
Nursing Education
Visit us online at www.grandview.edu, 
then click Graduate Students or call 263-2810.
DEVELOP YOUR CAREER and contribute at a more 
comprehensive level as a Clinical Nurse Leader or 
nursing educator. 
Des Moines, Iowa
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For nearly 100 years, Marshalltown Medical & Surgical 
Center has been meeting the health care needs 
of the communities it serves. Today, thousands of 
residents depend on MMSC for a wide range of health 
care services, including 24-hour emergency care, a 
cardiovascular catheterization lab, advanced surgical 
services, innovative diagnostic imaging, and a host of 
other services and outreach programs.
As the hospital prepares for its next century of 
service, MMSC is moving forward with exciting 
initiatives that will benefit the entire community. 
MMSC’s vision for the future focuses on five key areas 
of patient care: Providers & Services; Industry Trends, 
Partnerships & Reform; Community Engagement; 
Operational Excellence; and Facilities & Technology. 
Success in each of these areas will enable MMSC 
to continue delivering high-quality health care for 
generations to come.
For job opportunities available at MMSC, please visit 
us at www.marshmed.com and click on the Careers 
tab, located at the top of our home page.
IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF LIFE FOR PATIENTS AND OUR COMMUNITY
It’s at the heart of everything we do.
VA Central Iowa Health Care System
COME CARE FOR OUR NATION’S HEROES!
Nursing opportunities at the VA in Des Moines, Iowa and 
it’s Community Based Outpatient Clinics located in 
Carroll, Fort Dodge, Knoxville, Marshalltown, and 
Mason City can be found at the website below. 
Excellent salary/benefits, guaranteed 40 hour work week, 
up to 26 vacation days per year, matching 401(k) type plan, 
shift/weekend differentials, holiday pay, reward/recognition 
programs, preceptor orientation, and scholarship/tuition 
support programs.
Call 515-699-5693 for more information.
Visit www.usajobs.gov (keywords: Nurse, Iowa)
EOE
The U.S. Department of Labor is recruiting to contract with Registered 
Nurses, intermittently and part-time in Davenport, IA, Des Moines, IA, 
Dubuque, IA, Mason City, IA and Sioux City, IA  to coordinate medical 
management of injured Federal workers.
Contractual agreement is for one year with the option to renew based on 
performance. Minimum requirements are: applicable state licensure(s), 
case management experience in the workers compensation/occupational 
health field and medical-surgical experience for 1 to 3 years. Applicants 
must have computer skills and provide their own personal computers and 
internet connectivity to work on these cases. Due to privacy concerns, use of 
public access internet is not acceptable. The reimbursement rate is $90.00 
per hour for professional time and $45.00 for administrative/travel time. 
A 2 day certification training session in Kansas City, MO is mandatory.  No 
reimbursement for travel or lodging for certification training is provided.  
Federal employees and nurses working as contractors for other federal nurse 
intervention return to work programs are precluded from applying. Please 
send completed OF 612 and a copy of your resume to OWCP, Attn: Mary Hines, 
R.N., Staff Nurse Consultant, 2300 Main, Suite 1090, Kansas City, MO 64108. 
(link to OF 612 is http://www.federaljobs.net/forms.htm#Downloadforms)  
Applications for consideration must be postmarked by 11/13/2014. 
Contact Mary Hines for questions 816-268-3068.
OPENINGS:
– Complex Medical
(Post Acute or Long-
term Care)
– Rehabilitation
– Respite 
RN/LPN
– Homecare 
RN/LPN
– Children with special health care needs
– Only sub-acute pediatric unit in Iowa
– Interdisciplinary team approach to care
– Focus on well-being of the whole child
– Located in the Des Moines metro area
– Make a difference in the life of a child!
We spend each day, every day 
working with and for awesome kids.... 
and we love it!
	 	
	 	
	 	 		
	
		
	
	 	 	 		
	
	 	 	
	 	 		
		
TEAM!
JOIN OUR
1000	4th	Street	SW,	Mason	City,	IA	50401
Your trusted healthcare partner for life.
MERCYNORTHIOWA.COM
Mercy Medical Center–North Iowa 
is hiring experienced RNs .
At Mercy–North Iowa, our nursing 
team works together to provide 
the best possible care for our 
patients and each other.
If you are committed to 
excellence and want to 
make a positive difference, 
please apply at 
mercynorthiowa.com.
EEO Employer F/M/Veteran/Disabled
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www.nwciowa.edu/rn-to-bsn
Online RN to BSN
Degree Completion Program
Earn your BSN entirely online in Northwestern’s faith-
based nursing program. Accredited by the CCNE, our 
curriculum accommodates the schedules of working 
nurses and can be completed in 
2 years or less while taking just 
one course at a time.
Affordable tuition
Online format
Excellent reputation
    
 You can do this.
                We’ll help.
For more information or to apply, 
visit our website:
                A 48-year-old woman with sleep apnea had surgery at 
a hospital for a detached retina. The surgery went well, and the 
patient was admitted overnight for observation.
That evening, the nurse gave the patient Demerol for pain as 
prescribed. When the patient vomited shortly thereafter, the nurse 
assumed the medication had been expelled and gave the patient 
another dose. Later, the patient complained of inadequate pain 
control. The nurse alerted the physician, who ordered another 
pain medication. By 1:15 a.m., the patient coded. The team could 
not resuscitate her.
The patient’s daughter filed a lawsuit. The case was  
settled for more than $1 million, split evenly among  
the nurse and two physicians.1
COULD YOU MAKE THIS MISTAKE—  
AND BE SUED?
OFFERED BY THE AMERICAN NURSES ASSOCIATION
We all make mistakes. But as a nurse, one mistake 
can lead to disaster. Consider this real-life example.
1 Source: Forum, May 2008
2 Please contact the program administrator for more information, or visit proliability.com for a free quote.
It’s because of cases like this that the American Nurses Association (ANA) offers 
the Nurses Professional Liability Program. It protects nurses from the potentially 
devastating impact of malpractice lawsuits.
Get the protection you need—without paying more than you need. To take advantage 
of special rates for ANA members, visit proliability.com/65011 for an instant quote 
and to fill out an application.  
 
MALPRACTICE INSURANCE OFFERED BY THE ANA 
ANNUAL PREMIUM AS LOW AS $982
Protect yourself now!
Visit proliability.com/65011 or call 800-503-9230.
65011 (11/14) Copyright 2014 Mercer LLC. All rights reserved.
Underwritten by Liberty Insurance Underwriters Inc.,  
a member company of Liberty Mutual Insurance. 55 Water Street • New York, New York  10041
Administered by: Mercer Consumer, a service of Mercer Health & Benefits Administration LLC
In CA d/b/a Mercer Health & Benefits Insurance Services LLC
AR Ins. Lic. #303439  |  CA Ins. Lic. #0G39709 I
